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ABSTRACT
This research addresses the problem of reworking of defective items and develops an 
integrated cost model so as to minimize the extra costs of reworking/scraping of work­
pieces. Items to be reworked are the results of quality problem. To improve a product’s 
quality, the selection of process target is extremely important since it directly affects the 
process defective rate, part cost, rework/scrap cost, and loss to customer due to deviation 
of product from desired specification. The amount of investment necessary to 
economically correct a defective process is still an issue of research. This research is a 
contribution of this type of problem. Specifically, we investigate the possible economic 
investment in a process to reduce its variance and taking the process mean close to target, 
which is ultimately the reduction of waste like rework/scrap. Based on this model, 
management can evaluate the quality investment in order to get a significant financial 
return.
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CHAPTER I: BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
1.1 Introduction
Most companies will describe their primary difficulty as the loss of money as a result of 
flaws within their manufacturing processes, although the goal of becoming a low cost 
producer is one of the primary operation strategies and goals of most manufacturing firms 
(Chiu, 2003). In recent years, waste reduction like rework and scrap maintains its 
importance in any production system in order to minimize total cost of production 
(Raiman, 1990). Companies are increasingly using high quality and minimum cost as 
their competitive strategies. The Taguchi method of quality improvement is still a 
milestone in the arena of process quality that includes an important measurement of a 
model for supporting a strategy of continuous improvement (Ganeshan et al., 2001).
There has been a great deal of research on quality improvement in the areas of 
specification limit, optimal lot sizes, inspection and sampling, quadratic loss function, 
and multivariate loss function. Most of the research focused on costs related to quality 
loss. In reality, a production process is likely to incur several cost factors including 
manufacturing costs, materials costs, quality loss, inspection costs, rework costs, and 
scrap costs. It is evident that only a few developments have ever been made towards the 
combined manufacturing and quality-related costs in a mathematical model. Our 
contribution in this research expands upon the under-developed areas of cost functions in 
order to (1) develop a cost model, which will guide in setting an optimal tolerance limits 
in any production system, (2) extend the cost model to determine the degree to which 
quality investment should be made in a process in order to get the optimal process mean 
and variance with minimum total costs, and (3) combine both the above models into an 
integrated cost model in order to reduce rework and scrap costs during production.
To summarize, our modeling approach addresses issues related to minimizing process 
waste and the purpose of this research is twofold. First, we create a cost model to identify 
the optimal tolerance limits of the current process. Second, we extend the cost model to
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CHAPTER 1: BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
the quality investment model to calculate the optimal amount of investment needed to 
improve the entire process.
1.2 Concept of minimizing reworks and scraps costs
The classic Economic Order Quantity model assumes that the manufacturing process will 
never produce defective items in a production lot (Chiu, 2003). In reality, defective items 
generated during a production run are inevitable. These imperfect quality items can be 
reworked and repaired with additional costs. Yet some of them are not repairable and, 
thereby, rejected as scrap. Therefore, additional rework/repair costs as well as scrap costs 
would, no doubt, increase the overall costs. This theory can be illustrated in the following 


















Figure 1.1: A Typical Car Seat Manufacturing Process
In most practical production settings, due to process deterioration or other factors, the 
manufacturing process may produce defective items. For instance, Figure 1.1 shows a car 
seat manufacturing process. Items to be reworked have failed in both of the stations 
Functional Tests and Final Inspection. After necessary repair, these items are sent back to 
the original station for further screening. All these rework/repair steps involve extra costs 
as a result of process defects. In this research, we are going to focus on this particular
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CHAPTER 1: BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
area of rework/repair where defective items are processed due to nonconformance of 
quality. We further assume that the imperfect quality rate is a random variable, and the 
reworking of defective items starts immediately when regular production ends. 
Furthermore, not all of the defective items are reworked; a portion of them is scraped and 
discarded beforehand. Therefore, it is evident that the items to be reworked are the result 
of a quality problem, in other words, the quality characteristics of these items fail to 
remain within an acceptable range. In order to ensure these items are able to achieve their 
status within an acceptable range, these items are taken to a rework area for further 
processing (Figure 1.1) with an extra cost of repairing. Also, a portion of these repaired 
items is rejected as scrap with an additional cost. All these costs due to a quality problem 
are known as “Cost of Quality.” Now the important question arises, how to reduce these 
extra costs in a production line. One possible way is to increase the capability of the 
manufacturing process so that most of the items would fall within the acceptable range, 
which is the goal of this research. Before addressing in detail this issue, we need to 
analyze the existing Cost of Quality system.
1.3 Existing Cost of Quality system
In general, the formulation of cost models is closely related to the traditional concept of 













Figure 1.2: Traditional COQ model (Weheba, 2004)
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complex and multi-directional concept, just like quality itself. The importance of the 
particular aspect of COQ also changes with the nature of the product Or service, and the 
needs of the customer. More often, in order to quantify COQ into dollars, industry uses 
dollars spent as a result of nonconformance to specification as a definition of quality cost 
(Hagan, 1985).
Economic models are generally formulated using a total cost function and optimization 
techniques are employed to determine the minimum cost parameters. Weheba (2004) 
argues that as process quality increases, failure costs decline while control costs increase. 
This apparent tradeoff suggests that an optimum quality level exists and attempts to 
further improve the process will increase the total COQ and decrease the process yield. 
Therefore, it is evident that failure costs could be reduced with the investment in 
prevention and appraisal costs, which ultimately decreases total cost of production as 
revealed in Figure 1.2.
COQ needs to stand- alone and be easily recognized by management as an essential thing 
with obvious merit. One of the most valuable contributions made to move forward COQ 
thinking in recent years is Genichi Taguchi’s (Taguchi et al., 1989) outlook on quality 
and quality improvement.
1.4 Taguchi’s concept of loss to society
Taguchi’s definition of quality is that it is the loss imparted to society from the time the 
product is shipped (Byrne et al., 1986). In this statement, Taguchi associates quality loss 
of every product that reaches the consumer’s hand. Among other things, conceptually, 
Taguchi’s definition includes failure to meet the consumer’s requirements of fitness for 
use, added warranty cost to producer, harmful side effects potentially caused by a 
product, and loss resulting from a company’s bad reputation as well as loss of market 
share in the long run. With this view, Taguchi (1989) has presented the Loss Function 
model to quantify the losses of concern caused by a product’s functional characteristic 
deviating from its desired target value.
AIM  SOLAIMAN, M.A.Sc. THESIS 2007, DEPARTMENT OF IMSE, UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR, CANADA 4
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1.5 Background of Research
Taguchi’s definition above demonstrates an important fact that the process defects like 
rework, scrap, and re-inspection are not only a quality loss but also a loss to society. Over 
the years, there hasve been plenty of research in the field of quality loss function in an 
attempt to improve the impact of quality characteristic (QCH) of a production process in 
either off-line or on-line state. However, most of the researchers view quality loss in a 
traditional way: reject when product goes out of specifications. In this thesis, we are 









Figure 1.3: Normal Distribution with Taguchi Loss Function (Ganeshan et al. 2001)
In Figure 1.3 (as proposed by Ganeshan, 2001), Curve A represents the current defective 
process, where more items are going to the rework area for further processing. Once we 
improve the performance of the current process through reducing variance, the process 
changes to an improved state, as depicted in Curve B. Obviously, the improved state is a 
better estimation as fewer items are to be reworked with an extra cost of repairing. 
Researchers have developed numerous cost models in order to reduce process defectives 
but most of these models consider only quality loss as a measure of costs. In reality, 
manufacturing costs as well as rework costs are also an important function of process
AIM  SOLAIMAN, M.A.Sc. THESIS 2007, DEPARTMENT OF IMSE, UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR, CANADA 5
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tolerance. Goyal et al. (1993) iterated, “There are still numerous problems from 
production design points of view such as rework, inspection, and transportation of items, 
which have not been given adequate attention for research.” This thesis is a valuable 
contribution to the search for a solution to this type of problem. A more elaborate Cost 
Model is needed that can fully recognize the value of continuous process improvement 
and can minimize the sources of process defects in achieving an optimal economic 
operation. The proposed Cost Model would minimize the variance of the current 
defective process so that the process distribution could be taken from its current state to 
an improved state (as depicted in Figure 1.3).
On the other hand, and in addition to cost estimation, our proposed model would focus on 
optimal tolerance, and optimal mean and variance in the output results. Particular 
attention would be given to identifying the optimal amount of investment necessary to 
prevent the failure costs in a defective process.
1.6 Research Objectives
The objectives of this research are to develop an integrated cost model that includes two 
types of costs: (a) manufacturing related costs, and (b) quality related costs. The proposed 
model can determine a way to minimize process defects and to combine manufacturing 
costs with quality loss that can be useful in industrial application.
1.6.1 Objective 1:
To propose a realistic, logical integrated cost model that will determine the optimal 
tolerance limits in a production line. The model will include all the associated 
manufacturing costs as well as quality related losses into a single mathematical equation.
1.6.2 Objective 2:
To extend the integrated cost model into a quality investment model so that users could 
identify the amount of investment needed to improve the existing process and to set 
optimal process mean and variance in order to put product’s specifications into 
acceptable range. This will help reducing the number of reworks and scraps.
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1.6.3 Objective 3:
To develop and illustrate, using industrial data, a procedure for the practical use of 
quality investment model in a production line. This will enable users to minimize waste 
and defects in an existing production system.
To accomplish the above objectives, existing models in the field of cost of poor quality, 
quality loss function, tolerance design, and process distribution will be reviewed in 
Chapter 2. In order to achieve the research objectives, the following assumptions have 
been made:
• Imperfect quality is a random variable and the reworking of defective items starts 
immediately after the regular production ends.
• The manufacturing process follows a truncated normal distribution
• The cost of the poor quality of the nonconforming items can be quantified through 
Taguchi’s quadratic loss function with nominal-the-best (NTB) type quality 
characteristics.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the classification 
of literature and reviews the previous research papers based on the Taguchi’s loss 
function model. In Chapter 3, the methodology of integrating all cost factors into a single 
expression has been derived. Based on this cost expression, the tolerance model and 
investment model are developed. The methodology related to the integrated cost model 
along with quality investment and optimal process settings are also presented in Chapter
3. Chapter 4 is dedicated to a case study showing the procedures of chronological 
development into the developed model. A numerical example, here, clearly illustrates all 
the modeling steps including numerical values of the optimal process settings. Then the 
detailed analysis regarding validation and verification of the proposed integrated model 
has been made and is presented in Chapter 5. Finally, conclusions of the thesis along with 
future research opportunities have been discussed in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW
The generality of quality research work seeks to maintain and improve the quality of a 
given product design and given production system. This paper explores the quality 
research area through reviewing literature of the costs associated with defective products. 
This review gives us an estimation of the amount of research that has been performed in 
that area. In addition, the literature review helps us to identify areas of need within the 
industry to which academic research may contribute.
2.1 Analysis of Quality Cost Systems
Quality cost systems were created many years ago to highlight the cost of achieving 
quality. Quality costs include prevention, appraisal, internal failure, and external failure 












Design & development 
















Maintenance of test eqpt. 
Quality audit
Figure 2.1: Four areas of costs breakdown (Weheba, 2004)
1. Prevention Costs: Costs associated with personnel engaged in designing, 
implementing and maintaining the quality system, including auditing the system
2. Appraisal Costs: Costs associated with measuring, evaluating or auditing products, 
components and purchased materials to assure conformance with quality standards.
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3. Internal Failure Costs: Costs associated with defective products, components and 
materials that fail to meet quality requirements and cause manufacturing losses before 
they reach the customer.
4. External Failure Costs: Costs generated by defective products being shipped to 
customers.
The basic relationship among the four cost areas is that dollar investments in prevention 
and appraisal can reduce costs in both failure areas. Therefore, Internal Failure costs like 
rework, scrap, and re-inspection could be prevented through quality investment in any 
defective process, which is the goal of this research. With this view, we need to review 
the existing research in order to quantify quality losses in any manufacturing process.
2.2 Traditional Univariate Loss Functions
The traditional method of quantifying quality is shown in Figure 2.2. The target, T, 
represents the ideal level of the quality characteristics being considered. The solid 
vertical lines on either side represent the point of decision between acceptable and non- 
acceptable quality products; these are usually denoted as specifications. The vertical axis 
represents the dollar loss per unit to the producer (or by Taguchi’s definition, loss to 
society). If the product is within the necessary specifications, everything is fine and no 
cost is to be incurred. However, as the product goes out of specification, it must be 




0 LSI T USL
Quality Characteristic value 
Figure 2.2: Traditional Loss Function (Kapur and Wang, 1987)
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The problem with this view of quality is that it is unrealistic. In many situations, the 
functional distinction between parts on either side of the specification limit could be very 
small. Taguchi, first, has overcome this limitation through presenting a loss function 
model (Byrne and Taguchi, 1986).
2.3 Taguchi Loss Function Model
Taguchi is the pioneer, who first developed the concept of Quality Loss Function (Kapur 
et al. 1987). He has provided a quadratic loss function to demonstrate the link between 
the costs of poor quality and quality performance (Taguchi et al. 1989). The term ‘quality 
performance’ used by Taguchi means that the product’s functional performance gradually 
deteriorates as the quality characteristic deviates from its desired target value (Byme and 
Taguchi, 1986). As perceived by the customer, or society, it is the variation that causes 
the reduction in the quality of the product. Taguchi states that ‘the quality of a product is 
the (minimum) loss imparted by the product to the society from the time product is 
shipped’ (Byme and Taguchi, 1986). Taguchi’s loss function directly links the quality 
characteristic to the internal failure cost and the external failure cost.
Taguchi’s univariate loss function is an economic model of quantifying quality loss. The 
model completely redefines the traditional go/no-go gauging into target or best-value 
analysis. This change effectively redirects the quality effort to reduce variability. Taguchi 





Figure 2.3: Quadratic Loss Function (Taguchi et al, 1989)
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they deviate from target values, quality decreases and customer dissatisfaction and loss 
increase. The Taguchi Loss Function (TLF) quantifies this idea, as shown, in Figure 2.3. 
The TLF assesses quality loss due to deviation of a quality characteristic from its target 
value and expresses this loss in monetary terms.
As before, the horizontal axis is the value of some quality characteristic, the target value 
of which is denoted by T. The specifications are shown as USL and LSL. The vertical axis 
is loss per unit, measured in dollars. Rather than the step function depicted previously, 
the TLF utilizes a quadratic relationship that takes the form of a parabola. In other words, 
the loss is at a minimum at the target T and increases quadratically as the deviation of the 
quality characteristic from the target increases. In mathematical notation, the TLF can be 
denoted as:
L (Y) = K (Y -T )2
Where, L (Y) denotes a Taguchi Loss Function, which is a function of a quality 
characteristic (Y), T is the target value, and A'is a constant.
To evaluate the performance by using TLF, it is necessary to determine the value of the 
constant K. Simply, this is a matter of finding a value of ‘V  (the quality characteristics), 
which is the known loss in dollar amount corresponding to Y. Substituting the known 
loss and corresponding value of Y, into the TLF, can solve the equation for constant K. 
Kapur et al. (1987), presents that for “nominal-the-best” quality characteristics, the 
constant K  is determined by, K  = A/A2, where A is the in-plant cost of reworking and/or 
scraping a unit, and A represents one half of the tolerance range.
The Taguchi model is quadratic, symmetrical, and a univariate loss function (Taguchi et 
al. 1989). Depending on the final desired target value, Taguchi offers three target 
choices for the process mean, which are:
i) Nominal-the-best (NTB)
ii) Smaller-the-better (STB), and
iii) Larger-the-better (LTB).
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In the Nominal-the-best (NTB) case, the process mean is center at the target, that is, the 
quality loss from both sides of the target is equally important. For the Smaller-the-better 
(STB) case, the quality loss in the lower side (left side) of target is much smaller than the 
upper side (right side). The wear of a cutting tool is an example of STB case. The 
opposite situation happens in the Larger-the-better (LTB) case where the larger the value 
of the characteristic, the better it is. The ultimate strength of structure is an example of an 
LTB case.
2.4 Development of Loss Function Model
The traditional concept of conformance to specifications is that items should meet the 
specification limits. Taguchi has presented the quadratic quality loss function for 
reducing the deviation from the target value. The objective of this quality improvement 
method is to minimize the total losses to society, where society includes both producers 
and consumers. Kapur et al. (1987), Wen and Mergen (1999), Chen et al. (2002b), and 
Ganeshan et al. (2001) have addressed the methods for quality improvement in the short 
term.
Kapur and Wang (1987) said, “Suppose we can’t improve the present process, then a 
short term approach to decrease variance of the units shipped to the customer is to put 
specification limits on the process and truncate the distribution by inspection.” So, they 
added the inspection cost to the loss function model. For “Nominal-the-best” quality 
characteristics, the total expected quality loss per unit is shown in their model as:
TC = K V[Y] + (l-q)(Sc) + (1c)
Where Ic, is Inspection cost, q is the percentage of acceptable items, Sc is Scrap cost, and 
V[Y] is the variance of T ’ from target. They also presented models for the other two 
types of quality characteristics like “Smaller-the-better” and “larger-the-better.”
In the case of a short-term approach, Wen and Mergen (1999) described that the process 
mean can be changed easily, but not the process standard deviation. They select the 
optimum process mean based on balancing the cost of not meeting the upper specification 
limit (Tu) and the lower specification limit (T£) as follows:
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a 1 In
j u = M  -
T -  T1 U 1 L
Where, D(/ is the loss above upper limit and T)L is the loss below lower limit. 
Therefore, the total loss is
Cr - Mf




Chen et al. (2002b) proposed a modified Wen and Mergen’s cost model with a linear and 
quadratic asymmetrical quality loss of products within specification for determining the 
optimum process mean. They considered the basis of Taguchi’s loss function. They 
proposed that quality loss functions assign measurable penalties that are proportional to 
the distance a quality characteristic is away from its desired target value. When compared 
to the traditional definition in regard to the quality of conformance, the quality loss 
function approach implies that merely meeting specifications is not sufficient. Wen and 
Mergen (1999) have neglected to consider the quality loss for products within 
specification (Chen, Chou and Huang, 2002). The modified model is:
CTt = CT + I L, (7)*  f ( Y )  d Y  + ("  L  ̂(7 )*  f ( Y )  d Y
Where, Lj (Y) and L2 (Y) are the quadratic asymmetric loss function and f(Y) is the normal 
density function.
Another important contribution by Ganeshan et al. (2001), included the introduction of 
the loss-based quality system into a lot-size determination model. They addressed the 
impact of investment that can change a particular process from its current state to an 
improved state. When an investment is made in the process, the variance of the 
production process decreases to a value, cr/ < a j ,  where o f  is the variance after 
investment and Ou is the maximum variance of the process. It is evident in the improved 
distribution after the investment, which should decrease the number of defective items, 
and hence the reject costs. Specifically, the above researchers investigated the possibility 
of investing in a process to decrease its variance.
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An important development in this area has been done by Chen and Tsou (2003). They 
presented a financial cost model on quality investment. A practical case study of shock 
absorber defects has been eliminated through quality investment in the process. The 
notable contribution in their research is to use mean and variance curve expression as:
They show that only investment can improve a defective process through taking the mean 
close to target as well as reducing variance with the application of above expressions. It 
has to be noted that other researchers also utilized the above expressions in their cost 
model, which were originally defined by Hong et al. (1993) and Ganeshan et al. (2001).
2.5 Asymmetrical Loss Function
Over the last two decades, there has been extensive research to improve Taguchi’s 
quadratic model, which is symmetric and univariate. In many manufacturing processes, 
imbalanced tolerance design is a common occurrence where the deviation of a quality 
characteristic in one direction is more harmful than in the opposite direction. In such a 
situation, asymmetric loss function is more appropriate than symmetric loss function. In 
such cases, we can use the coefficients k\ and k2 for the two directions. If deviations on 
both sides of the limits are A] and A2, the quality losses at the specification limits are 
defined as A\ and A2, respectively. Then, the quality loss can be approximated using the 
following asymmetric loss function:
In order to minimize the expected loss of quality, Li (2000) proposed that the process 
mean should be shifted a little from the target value. Two specific models of quality loss 
functions are discussed: when the standard deviation of the quality characteristic remains 
constant and when the standard deviation of the quality characteristic is proportional to 
the process mean.
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2.5.1 Asymmetrical Linear Loss Function
In some cases, a linear loss function is more appropriate in many industrial applications. 
Li (2002) presented an example of a case in which an asymmetrical linear loss function 
would apply such as the overfilling or under-filling of a container, where overfilling 
usually results in a smaller loss for the producer than an under-filling. Another example 
of an application of an asymmetrical linear loss function would be to describe the loss 
associated with either the overbuying or under-buying of perishable goods. Loss 
increases linearly from the target, based on lost sales incurred through under-buying or by 
the cost of accumulated inventory through overbuying. Thus, the asymmetrical linear loss 
function is studied here because we are not ascertain, before analyzing the actual defects, 
whether a linear or quadratic loss function would be a good fit for improvement.
If the deviation of the nominal-the-best quality characteristic in one direction is much 
more harmful than that in the opposite direction, two different coefficients can be used 
for the two directions. If the deviations on both sides of the limits are Ay and A2 , and the 
quality losses at the specification limits are A\ and Aj, respectively. Then, the linear 
quality loss function of an asymmetrical quality characteristic, Y, is given below:
Where, k\ = A\/A\ and ki = A2/A2 .
Maghsoodloo and Li (2000) and Li and Chou (2001) adopt a quadratic and linear quality 
loss function for unbalanced tolerance design. They proposed a constant process standard 
deviation and constant process coefficient of variation models. However, they have not 
considered the different costs for the products at the specification limits and out-of- 
specification. Recent development on quality loss function has been made by Li (2005) 
where he used truncated asymmetric linear loss function instead of quadratic loss 
function to describe imbalanced tolerance design. The author states that using a quadratic 
loss function when the actual loss function is non-quadratic may yield incorrect input 
parameter levels. In this model, the author assumes that the quality loss at both 
specification limits being equal is unrealistic. Since the failure modes on both sides are 
usually different, it makes the quality losses at both specification limits different. The
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model is shown in Figure 2.4.
Linear Loss Function
LSL T USL
Figure 2.4: Asymmetrical Truncated Linear Loss Function (Li, 2005)
If Y is the value of the quality characteristic and T is the target value, the asymmetrical 
truncated loss function L(Y) can be written as:
'4  if  Y < LSL
k ,(Y -T )  i f  LSL <Y<T  
k2(Y -T )  i fT < Y  <USL
A2 i f  Y > USL
Where, A x= k\(T-LSL) = ^Aj and A2 = kfUSL -T )  = k2A2.
L(Y) -
2.5.2 Truncated Asymmetrical Loss Function
In the past decade, many researchers have tried to improve the limitations of Taguchi’s 
model. Maghsoodloo and Li (2000) used the asymmetrical truncated loss function in their 
model. In the asymmetrical truncated loss function, the poor quality cost reduces to zero 
when the output quality characteristic exactly matches the target value, and it increases 
quadratically as the process moves away. A picture of the asymmetrical truncated 
quadratic loss function is shown in Figure 2.5.
Basically, the asymmetrical truncated loss function follows the ideas of Taguchi’s 
quadratic function. It only considers the quality costs. The asymmetrical truncated loss 
function does not deal with the non-quality aspect. This function amends the limitations
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Cost of poor quality
Figure 2.5: Asymmetrical Truncated Quadratic Loss Function (Maghsoodloo and Li, 
2000)
2.6 Literature on Rework/Scrap Reduction
A number of researchers have published work regarding the rework process of defective 
items. Vokurka and Davis (1996) presented a case study in manufacturing scrap 
reduction through quality improvement implementation. Instead of showing any model, 
they rather focused on key elements to successfully implement a cost reduction process 
within a company. These key elements are top management leadership, measurements, 
participation through quality improvement teams, and communication.
Chiu and Chiu (2003) presented an EPQ model with the rework process of repairable 
defective items. Their model showed the behaviour of optimal lot size with respect to 
defective rate and scrap rate. In another paper Peter Chiu (2003) considered the effect of 
the reworking of defective items with backlogging allowed. He derived an EPQ model 
where disposal cost per scrap item and repairing and holding cost per reworked item are 
included for analysis.
2.7 Motivation of Proposed Research
The above literature review reveals the fact that the continuous loss function can describe 
the effect of deviation from a target value as a function of the deviation. The effect is zero 
when there is no deviation, and increases continuously as the deviation increases. This is
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a more realistic measure of quality than the usual binary states of in-tolerance and out-of- 
tolerance. It implies that when a product is in-tolerance but not at the target value, there is 
still need for quality improvement. In addition, most of the papers assume scrap/rework 
costs as a cost of poor quality, which, in reality, should be extended with inspection cost 
and loss due to variation.
The associated costs in a product life cycle can be divided into two main categories: 
manufacturing costs before sale to the consumer and quality loss after shipment to the 
consumer (Phadke 1989). It is also well understood that a tight tolerance implies a high 
manufacturing cost and a loose tolerance indicates low manufacturing costs. Spotts 
(1973) proposed a manufacturing cost equation, c + d/t2. Here c and d  are fixed cost and 
variable cost, respectively. The second category of cost is the quality loss after shipment 
to the consumer. In this case we assume Taguchi’s loss function as the basis in order to 
estimate the cost of quality loss. Taguchi defines the loss per unit as L (Y) = K (Y  -  T )2, 
where T is the target value of the production process, and K  can be defined as the loss per 
item for a unit deviation from the mean. Besides the addition of consumer loss and 
manufacturing costs, the associated scrap and rework costs are also included in our model 
when quality characteristics fall outside the tolerance limit. Our optimal strategy is to 
integrate all of these associated costs in a single cost model to minimize the total cost of 
production.
The above manufacturing cost equation indicates that manufacturing cost and rework cost 
are related to process tolerance, which is not included in earlier cost models. That is, a 
variation of tolerances can result in an impact on manufacturing as well as rework cost. 
Hence, this gap in quality research presents a promising opportunity.
2.8 Proposed Research Issues and Original Contribution
Although several studies have analyzed the interaction between the economics of 
production and process quality, most of them view quality from a very traditional 
perspective - reject when outside specified limits, or else accept. There has been a lot of 
research performed in order to reduce process defects through improving the loss
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function model. However, most of this research deals with the cost of poor quality as a 
measure of quality loss. Only a few researchers have contributed to the cost model the 
inspection and scrap costs with the quality loss. Therefore, an integrated cost model is 
necessary, which would include all the associated costs as well as quality loss in a single 
model.
2.9 Chapter Summary
This chapter is dedicated to reviewing the existing research to prevent quality losses due 
to process defects as well as the development of quality loss function over time. Related 
cost models that utilize Taguchi’s loss function as a basis to quantify quality losses in any 
production line have also been discussed here. The literature review reveals the fact that 
existing models dealt with the cost of poor quality as a measure of quality losses. In 
reality, a large variety of process tolerance directly influences manufacturing as well as 
rework costs. Hence, integration of all associated cost factors including quality loss into a 
single model offers a promising opportunity for the research community. In this context, 
development of a mathematical cost model is necessary in order to minimize the total 
associated costs including quality loss in a production line, which includes the reduction 
of rework/scrap costs. This research is a contribution to fulfill this type of gap in the area 
of process quality improvement. With this view, an integrated cost model has been 
developed to serve as a tool to prevent manufacturing defects in any production system. 
The design methodology of the integrated cost model is presented in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3 
DESIGN METHODOLOGY
In this chapter, an integrated cost model is developed. Since all the cost components are 
integrated into a single model, both the associated manufacturing costs and the quality 
losses are considered during model development. Our modeling approach is two fold: 
first, it contains data from the defective process to the Tolerance Model in order to get the 
optimal tolerance level of the system. Second, the output of the Tolerance Model is taken 
as input to the Investment Model in order to get the optimal process settings. The model 
structure along with the steps of the methodology is described in the following sections.
The objective of the Integrated Cost Model is to minimize the extra costs of rework/repair 
and scrap in any production system, which would minimize the overall production costs 
in a manufacturing environment. In addition to this, the model can be utilized to ensure 
optimal process settings of a production system. Our notable contribution in this research 
is that managers can apply the model as a tool to make wise investment decisions towards 
the prevention of quality defects. In the next section, we are going to describe the 
structure of the Integrated Cost Model.
3.1 Model Structure
There are two steps to our Integrated Cost Model. In fact, our Integrated Cost Model is a 
combination of the Tolerance Model and Investment Model. Step-I starts with known 
defects, identifies current process parameters and their respective values, and then puts 
them into the Tolerance Model to get the optimum tolerance of the process. It must be 
mentioned that the process parameters are to be taken from the current defective process, 
where products are returned back due to quality problems. In Step-II, we set the 
specification limits as per the optimum tolerance limits. Here, both the process mean and 
the standard deviation are unknown and dependent upon the amount of quality 
investment. Putting each of these parameters into the Investment Model will give us the 
optimal process mean and standard deviation at a minimum cost of production. We are 
now able to increase the performance of the process through decreasing variance and
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making the mean closer to the target mean. This ultimately reduces rework and scrap 



















Figure 3.1: Proposed Model Structure
3.2 Proposed Methodology
While addressing the consequences of defective products, the methodology employed 
considers both the associated manufacturing costs and quality related losses in a single 
model. The notable distinction of our model is that it does not only minimize the total 
cost of production but also does generate the optimum amount of investment necessary to 
correct a defective process. The model starts with the relationship between process 
tolerance and process variability. This relationship will enable us to derive the cost model 
in terms of tolerance. After optimization, we are given the optimal tolerances. These will 
be the range limits of our next model, the Investment Model. In this stage, we vary the 
quality investment to get the desired mean and standard deviation at a minimum cost of 
production. Finally, the optimization of the Investment Model will give us the optimal 
process settings as well as the optimal investment necessary to correct the defective 
process.
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The structure of the model (Figure 3.1) gives us the direction of the model flow, that is, 
the inflow and outflow of the total integrated cost model. In order to know the proposed 
methodology and complete procedure, we need to present the individual steps of the 
model. It is imperative that Step-I is associated with the tolerance model and Step-II with 
the investment model. The steps of the proposed methodology are also shown in Figure 
3.2.
METHODOLOGY
3.3.3.1 Derive |4i and 0\
4.2 Numerical example
3.3.1 Apply in 
Tolerance Model
3.2.2 Set the existing 
cost parameters
3.2.1 Define current 
process parameters
3.3.2 Set Optimal 
Tolerance Investment made for 
defects-free PRODUCTS
3.3.3.1(4) set the 
specification range
3.3.3 Optimization and 
setting new (ij and cti
3.3.3 Apply in Investment 
Model
3.2.1 Identify Known 
Defects in CURRENT 
Process
Figure 3.2: Steps of the Methodology
3.2.1 Identify Process Defects
The actions performed in Step-1 are used to identify process defects. When referring to 
issues of quality, it can be assumed that we are dealing with defects of many possible 
quality characteristics, such as dimension, weight, temperature and/or strength. Each of 
these characteristics can be measured accurately and easily. These defects might be 
present in the entire product or an individual part of the product assembled in a
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production line. Once the sources of the defects are identified, the next step is to 
determine the parameters of the current process. These are the current process’ mean and 
standard deviation. In order to find these values, we can collect sample data of existing 
processes and analyze it using any statistical software. Upon completion, we are to set the 
associated cost parameters from the company’s database.
3.2.2 Associated Cost Parameters
Since we are interested in minimizing the total costs, we need to identify all 
manufacturing related costs as well as the quality losses involved in a particular 
production. The objective is to include all the related cost components and integrate them 
into a single cost model. In order to do this, we must consider all related costs during the 
production process as well as results from Taguchi’s loss function to measure cost of 
poor quality production. Based on the symmetrical normal distribution and Taguchi’s 
quadratic loss function (as shown in Figure 3.1), we can consider three situations of a part 
production, that is, the part might fall any one of the ranges as given below:
• the dimension of part is above the tolerance limit (USL)
• the dimension of part is falling into an acceptable range




Figure 3.3: Symmetrical Normal Distribution of QCH
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Based upon the above discussion, our total processing cost, TC, can be written as:
TC = Costs when QCH within limits
+ Costs when QCH above limits
+ Costs when QCH below limits (3.1)
Notation
L (Y): Quality Loss Function
Y: Quality characteristics
T: Target value of Y
t: Process tolerance of Y
jX- Process mean of Y
cr. Process standard deviation
X : Sample mean
S: Sample standard deviation
/ ( Y): Normal distribution for variable Y
/ t ( Y ) :  Truncated normal distribution off(Y)
K: Cost coefficient of quality loss
m: Ratio of tolerance by sigma (a constant value)
Cpm: Process capability index
Cpk- Process capability ratio
r: Fraction of units passed the inspection
V (Y): Variance of quality characteristics Y
\j/(.): Probability density function
d>(.): Cumulative distribution function





C(Y): Integrated total cost for quality characteristic, Y
TC: Expected total cost per item, which includes manufacturing costs, quality loss, 
Scrap costs, inspection cost, and rework costs.
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Each term in our above cost function (equation 3.1) is defined as follows:
(1) Costs within limits =  P c  +  K  (Y-T) 2 +  M e  +  Ic
In the first situation, when the part is falling into an acceptable range, that is, within the 
boundary of fa-mcr) and (ju+mer), the cost involved is the summation of part cost, quality 
loss, manufacturing cost, and inspection cost.
(2) Costs above the limits = Pc + Mc+ Ic +Rc
In the second situation, defects may occur when the quality characteristics fall above the 
tolerance limit. For instance, when the dimension of a part falls above the USL, this part 
can be reworked with an additional cost of, Rc, so that the dimension of the part falls 
within the acceptable range. For this, the total cost in this category is the summation of 
part cost, manufacturing cost, inspection cost and rework cost.
(3) Costs below acceptable limits = 2Pc + 2Me + Ic + Sc
However, in the third situation, when the dimension of a part is below the LSL, the 
dimension of part cannot be increased to fall within the acceptable range. This is the 
worst-case scenario where all the defective parts must be rejected with a scrap cost Sc. 
Due to replacement and repairing, the part cost and manufacturing cost are going to be 
involved in two ways in this situation. One involves before replacement and the other 
after replacement of part. Total cost in this situation consists of part cost, manufacturing 
cost before replacement and inspection cost, scrap cost, part cost, and manufacturing cost 
after replacement: Pc + Mc+ Ic+ Sc + Pc + Me -  2Pc + 2Mc + Ic + Sc. It is assumed 
that the replacement parts will remain within acceptable range and there is no need to add 
up inspection cost, Ic, after part replacement of parts.
Since, we want to combine all the cost factors into a single model, then the integrated 
costs expression for the above three situations can be written as:
Pc+Mc+K(Y-T)2 +Ic, ju-mcr<Y<ju+mcr 
C(T)=< Pc+Mc+Ic+Rc, ju+m<j<Y < oo (3.2)
2Pc+ 2Mc+ Sc+Ic, -co<Y<jU-m(T
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3.3 Model Development
As mentioned earlier, our proposed model is a combination of two cost models, that is, 
Tolerance Model and Investment Model. In order to make a user-friendly procedure, first 
we are going to utilize the above general cost expression (equation 3.2) for associated 
manufacturing costs and quality related losses. Then we convert this cost expression into 
Tolerance Model and Investment Model. The following assumptions have been made to 
formulate our cost models:
Assumptions
(a) The production system is a serial production line producing discrete products.
(b) The manufacturing process is prone to nonconforming products due to process 
defects of variable quality characteristics (QCH).
(c) The reworking of defective products starts immediately after the regular 
production ends. This further processing of defective products adds up extra costs 
of repairing. Also, a portion of the repaired items is rejected as scrap.
(d) The total production cost for a part includes the expense of achieving high quality 
and also manufacturing-related costs.
(e) The manufacturing cost includes setup cost and part processing cost, which is 
function of tolerance
(f) We further assume that the manufacturing process follows a normal distribution 
of Quality Characteristics (QCH) with symmetrical type quality loss.
3.3.1 Tolerance Model
As we have seen, our integrated cost expression in equation (3.2) has a loss component 
based on Taguchi’s loss function as; L(Y) = K (Y-T)2 ; within the region of (n-mo) and 
(ju+mo). For nominal-the- best case, the process mean is centered at the target, that is, 
mean E (Y) is equal to T, and then the expected value of quality loss, L (Y), is
E [L (Y)] = K[(E (Y-T)2 + V(Y)J
Or, L(Y) = KV (Y) (3.3)
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Equation (3.3) reveals the fact that we can reduce the loss of poor quality if we can 
decrease the variance, V(Y). Therefore, we need to derive this variance, V(Y) in terms of 
tolerance in order to develop our tolerance model. To do this, the following relationships 
have to be established:
• Relationship between process tolerances and process variability
• Variance of the process distribution
The model starts with the relationship between process tolerances and process variability. 
One way to address this relationship is to use a process capability index that is a better 
indicator of centering. Montgomery (2001) shows such ratio as:
USL-LSL
p" ~  (3.4)
Where x is the square root of the expected squared deviation from target T = V f̂USL + 
LSL),
f  =E [(Y-T)2]
= E [ ( Y - h ) 2J + ( h - T ) 2 
= <? + ( f i - T f
Here USL and LSL are the upper and lower specification limits respectively. Let us 
replace the difference with 21 and square both sides of equation (3.4) that yields to
ct 2 = - ^ - 2— ( h ~ T ) 2
36 Cpm (3.5)
Since, the process mean can be adjusted to the target value, T, without causing additional
cost or difficulty in practical operation. So, we can delete the second term of equation
(3.5) as fi =T, which can be simplified into the following expression:
cr =—-— or —=m where, m=3Cpm; (3.6)
3 Cn„ crpm
So far, we get the relationship between tolerance, t, and process standard deviation, a, we 
need to discus now the variance of process distribution.
After the total inspection, the out-of-specification products shown by the hatched area in 
Figure 3.3 are removed. The probability density function of those items that have passed
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the screening (acceptable items) is given by dividing the probability density function of 
the normal distribution by, r, the proportion of acceptable items (Taguchi et al. 1989). Let 
f T(Y) be the probability density function for the truncated random variable Y. Then we 
have
f r ( Y )  =
1 1 (-LL-./'L' 2 <T 2
r <j -\j 2 tc
where, r = 2®(m )-l
r = the area under the normal curve bounded by (ju-mcr) and (ju+ma)
And <f>(.) is the cumulative distribution function for the standard normal random 
variable with probability density function y/ (.).
Therefore, the variance of the passed items, V (Y), is
M+mcr ~ 1 1
V ( Y ) = \  (Y - T )  ^==exp
(Y - T ) 2 
2cr2 dY
Using integration by parts, V (Y) is obtained as (Kapur and Wang, 1987):
V(Y)=o2 1- 2m y/(m) (3.7)
20(/w )-l
That is, within the specification limit with a symmetrical distribution, we can derive the 
Expected mean, E (Y) = T; and
2mExpected variance, V(Y)=cr 1-
20(m) -1
y/(m) (3.8)
So far, we have derived the expression of variance in terms of tolerance (as per equation 
(3.8)), we can now develop our Tolerance Model. Based on our cost expression 
developed in equation (3.2), we can now write the expected value of total cost C (Y) as:
E(C(Y)) = r ma[Pc + Mc + K ( Y - T f +  l c \ f  (Y)dY + (Pc + Mc + Ic + Rc) f  f(Y )d Y
\ i - m a  Jf4+ma
w-m<?
+  ( 2 P c + 2 M c + S c + I c )  \ f ( Y ) d Y
J-oo
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As we assume symmetrical NTB type quadratic loss function with normal distribution, 
we can simplify the above equation. Let TC = E(C (Y), the total cost, and then the above 
equation can be expressed as:




Equation (3.9) is our Tolerance Model where, ®(.) is the cumulative distribution function 
(cdf) and \\>(.) is the probability density function (pdf) of normal distribution. We can 
further simplify the above Tolerance Model as:
TC=Pc + Mc + Ic + K a 2g , + (4 Me + 3 Pc + 2 Ic + Sc)g2 (3.10)
Where, g2 = [1 -  <t>(m)] and gx = 1 2m y/{m)
20>(w)-l,
3.3.2 Setting Optimal Tolerance
Equation (3.10) is our simplified Tolerance Model where the only unknown is ‘m’. 
Through minimization of this total cost model, we could have a minimum ‘m- value’. 
Since m = t/a, the optimal tolerance limits will come out easily. Our goal is to have the 
optimal tolerance process, which we will utilize as an input of the next model, which is 
the Investment Model. The optimal tolerance limits have upper and lower bounds, which 
will be our acceptable range in the next model. Once we set our acceptable range, we 
assign one independent variable, which is quality characteristic, Y. In the sections below, 
we present the steps of the quality Investment Model and other related details.
3.3.3 Investment Model
In any production process, quality deterioration is a common phenomenon where 
equipment and tools wear over time. This deterioration could be avoided through 
corrective actions in the process. In other words, a quality investment should be made in 
the defective manufacturing process to improve the product’s quality from its current 
state to improved state. Our distinct feature in this research is that we study the economic 
justification of quality investment in a defective process. As said earlier, our design
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methodology is that the output of Tolerance Model will be the input of Investment 
Model. That is, the optimal tolerance limits we get from the Tolerance Model will be the 
specification range in the Investment Model. We do this because the optimal process 
mean and the standard deviation are unknown at this stage and dependent on the quality 
investment. The type of modeling approach we are going to present here is quite different 
than the one used to develop the earlier models, for instance, our integrated cost model 
includes an unknown mean and standard deviation with a specified tolerance limits. This 
is a more logical approach, because in the current defective process the variance is 
usually higher and the mean deviates from target. As a result, a larger amount of 
defective products in a particular defective process are coming back for rework/repair, 
resulting in a higher total cost. Based on this idea, we extend our integrated cost 
expression in order to develop the Investment Model. In this context, the following 
working assumptions have been made:
3.3.3.1 Working Assumptions:
1) Independent Variables: quality characteristics, Y  and quality investment, I.
2) The work presented in this thesis is based on sample data. Due to this, sample 
mean and standard deviation (as X  and S) has been used during data analysis and 
numerical example. But, as our model development is based on existing research 
where researchers use population mean and standard deviation, we use p  and eras 
the mean and standard deviation during our modeling approach.
3) Assuming the mean and standard deviation are now functions of quality 
investment, I. Researchers define mean curve and variance curve expressions in 
terms of p  and <7 (Hong et al, 1993, Ganeshan et ai, 2001, and Chen et al. 2003). 
Since our work is based on sample data, we assumed the variance curve and the 
mean curve expressions as follows:
S f = S 2L H S 2M- S 2L) e ^  , a >  0;
X 2i = X r  +(xl- X t) e{-p,) , f3> 0;
Where, SM2 is the maximum or (current) level of the variance and SL2 is the minimum
level of the variance of the system. Also, X 0 is the initial value of sample mean
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where X T is the target value of sample mean. Since, initial and target value is 
known, the parameters a  and /? could be found through regression analysis. 
Researchers denote a  and j3 as variance curve constant and mean curve constant 
respectively. The initial value is the current process mean of the defective system. 
The target value is to be set by the Production Manager so as to take the mean closer 
to target. If we put these values into above mean curve expression and plot mean 
versus 7, we can easily estimate the value of /? for any two points. Similarly, we can 
estimate a  for the above variance curve expression.
4) Process distribution: Truncated normal distribution where Quality characteristic, Y, 
performs a normal density function,/(T, 7), and can be defined as
(r-T,  )2
= •  e 2S' 
n
5) Poor quality cost: Poor Quality Cost is the summation of Taguchi loss function, L(Y), 
times the density function, can be defined as:
Poor Quality Cost/unit = L(Y, I) * / (T, 7) dY
Where,
5c Tv <Y <Tl
K ( Y - T )2 Tl <Y<T v
6) It has been assumed that the product’s QCH falling beyond the optimal tolerance limits 
(that is, above the Tu and below the T£) must be rejected with a cost equivalent to scrap 
cost, Sc.
7) The production process follows JIT management techniques, so there is no need for 
holding product as inventory.
8) Unit cost has been considered for all cost items; the manufacturing cost includes setup 
cost, processing cost, and variable cost. Also, rework cost is equivalent to manufacturing 
cost.
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The above working assumptions are the basis to extend the integrated costs expression 
(equation 3.2) into investment model. Now, we already have our acceptable range 
(between Tu and Tl ) and we are consistent to reject products beyond this range, we need 
to focus on three situations again in a production run as described in section 3.2.2. The 
three situations are: (i) below the acceptable range, (ii) within acceptable range, and (iii) 
above the acceptable range. For the case of nominal-the-best, the cost items can be 
categorized piecewise as follows:
C(Y) =
Pc + 2 Me + Ic;
2 Pc + 2 Me + Ic + Sc;





The above three situations are illustrated in Figure 3.4. The total production cost for these 
three situations along with cost of investment can now be written as:
Total Costs = Cost when QCH is + Costs when QCH is + Costs when QCH is
above accpt. limit below acceptable limit within acceptable limit
+ Quality Investment cost. (3.10)
L(Y) f(Y)
n+t
Figure 3.4: Truncated Normal Distribution with NTB-type Loss Function
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Based on the working assumptions derived above, we can now develop our investment 
model. In addition to costs expression in equation (3.10), the cost of investment, /, has 
been newly added in the model. The expected total cost in a single expression can be 
written as:
E(C(Y, /)) = (Pc + 2Me + Ic) £  f (Y ,  I) dY + (2Pc + 2Me + lc + Sc) £  f (Y ,  I) dY
+ j^[P c + Mc + K ( Y - T ) 2 +Ic] f ( Y , I ) d Y  + I ;
Let TC (Y, I) = E(C(Y,1))\ then the above cost equation can be expressed as:
Minimize
TC(Y, I) = (Pc + 2Me + Ic) £  f ( Y ,  I) dY + (2Pc + 2Me + Ic + Sc) £  f (Y ,  I) dY 
+ £  [Pc + Me + K ( Y -  T)2 + Ic] f ( Y , I ) d Y  + I ;
(3.11)
Subject to: Y > 0; I  > 0;
The above objective function is our desired Investment Model. The distinct feature of the 
model is that it generates optimal amount of investment, I, to economically correct a 
defective process. From this optimal investment, we will get the optimal process settings 
for this defective process.
3.3.3.2 Simplified Investment Model
Attempts have been made to further simplify the above Investment Model. As illustrated 
in working assumption (5) on section 3.3.3.1, we assume rejection of all parts that are 
beyond optimal tolerance limits. Also, this rejection cost of each part has been assumed 
to be equivalent to scrap cost, Sc, in order to quantify the losses of parts beyond the 
acceptable range.
Now, we are looking at the pattern of our loss function. During model development 
(section 3.3), we already assumed NTB type quadratic loss function associated with 
normal distribution of process. That is, the losses due to deviation are equal in either side 
from the mean. With this view, we can truncate the losses as the deviation crosses the
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limits in either side. These assumptions enable us to quantify losses beyond limits as Sc. 
Based on this truncated loss function and symmetrical distribution; we can now simplify 
the above Investment Model. The amount of parts below or above limits can now be 
summed up and can be represented mathematically as integration of either lower or 
higher side. Let us assume the parts falling outside the limits (either below or above) can 
be quantified in higher side. With all these views, we can further simplify the Investment 
Model as:
TC(Y, I) = (Pc + 2Me + Ic + 2Pc + 2Me + Sc + Ic) [° f (Y ,  I) dY 
+ £  [Pc + Mc + K(Y  - T ) 2 + Ic] f (Y ,  I)  dY +1 ;
Or,
Minimize
TC(Y, I) = (3Pc + 4Me + 21c + Sc) £  f (Y ,  I) dY+
Pc + Ic + Me + l U L(Y) * f (Y , I )dY  + I ;
Subject to: 7 > 0; I  > 0;
(3.12)
3.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we presented the methodology of our Integrated Cost Model, which is the 
combination of the Tolerance Model and the Investment Model. First, we identified the 
process parameters along with the cost factors of the existing process. Then we integrate 
all the associated manufacturing costs and quality losses into a single cost expression. 
This cost expression has been utilized to develop our Tolerance Model where tolerance 
has been kept as an unknown parameter. This enables us to extend our cost expression 
into the Investment Model where two unknown variables are quality characteristic, 7  and 
quality investment, I. After optimization, we get the optimal amount of investment 
necessary to improve the current defective process, which is the reduction of extra 
rework/scrap costs. In order to have a clear understanding of the procedure and 
application of our integrated cost model, a case study with numerical analysis is 
presented in chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
CASE STUDY AND NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
In this chapter, we consider a process improvement case in a car seat assembly plant to 
verify our proposed models. First, we are going to study the case of a defective process 
where a number of seats are taken back to the rework area for repairing quality defects. 
Then we present the numerical analysis of the above case through applying our integrated 
cost model in step-by-step. The following is a practical case study within a car seat 
assembly plant located in southern Ontario.
The analysis started with a known defect in the bottom frame assembly. Because of an 
alignment problem, some seats are making noise during actual operation. We first 
collected sample data of the dimensions between left and right seat ffame-slides. Then we 
applied the Tolerance Model to identify the tolerance limits of the quality characteristics. 
Next, we applied the resulting tolerance limits to the Quality Investment Model. The 
optimization of the Investment Model gives us the optimal amount of investment 
necessary to improve the process with minimum total production costs. With this amount 
of investment, we could easily identify the optimal process Mean and Variance at a 
minimum cost per unit of production. The overall procedure has been analyzed in our 
numerical example.
4.1 Case Study
The Production Manager is aware of the bottom frame assembly problem. While the 
Manager wanted to solve this quality problem, there were no standard procedures to 
follow, that is, the amount of investment necessary to solve this problem was a matter of 
concern. Our research began here with the attempt to discern a way to solve this quality 
problem economically as well as being able to present a method to estimate the cost of 
investment as a decision-making tool.
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4.1.1 Process Capability (Before and After Investment)
We then collected data through measuring the front edges of the left and right seat slides. 
The data are shown in Table 4.1. We analyzed these sample data with the appropriate 
computer software and found that the upper and lower control limits are 407.5 mm and 
396.0 mm, respectively. Also, the range of data is 405 to 398.6mm. This clearly indicates 
a potentially problematic large range of variation.









1 403.7 21 404
2 400.9 22 404.2
3 402.3 23 402.9
4 401.4 24 400.1
5 405 25 402.2
6 401.7 26 401.1
7 403.6 27 400.2
8 401.9 28 403.5
9 403.2 29 401.7
10 400.1 30 403.7
11 400.5 31 402.3
12 398.2 32 400
13 404.2 33 402.9
14 403 34 404.4
15 402 35 400.5
16 403.8 36 400.9
17 402.7 37 401.6
18 404.8 38 402.9
19 400.6 39 403
20 399.4 40 401.5
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The variation was significantly large, despite the accuracy of the measurements involved 
in the distance data throughout the productions run, as shown in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Measuring distance between bottom seat slides
The collected data are then taken for analysis and the results showed that the large 
variation of distance is the reason for the alignment problem. The X- bar chart analysis is 
shown in Figure 4.2 where the range of variation is 6.4 mm. Because of this variation, the 
mean of 40 collected data seems to deviate from its target, resulting in the lack of 







n  I I I I I I fT' l  n  I I I IT T
10 20 30 40
Production Run
Figure 4.2: X-bar control-chart of existing data
To get a clear idea about the process capability for these collected data, we use computer 
software, Minitab, in our analysis. The results are shown in Figure 4.3. During analysis,
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we set a target value of 402mm. This gives the mean value of sample data as 402.47mm 
and standard deviation as 1.66mm. In addition, the process capability ratio (Cpk) is 0.30 
and the process capability index (Cpm) is 0.34. It indicates that the process is not in 
control and mean deviates right side of the target. Therefore, this process needs 
improvement through identifying key variation sources.





Sam ple Mean 402.477




PPM < LSL 25000.00
PPM > USL 50000.00
PPM Total 75000.00
LSL USL
398 400 402 404 406
Exp. Within Performance 
PPM < LSL 32347.86
PPM > USL 112362.06 
PPM Total 144709.93
Exp. O verall Performance
PPM < LSL 41781.25
PPM > USL 127730.09
PPM Total 169511.34
W ithin 












Figure 4.3: Process Capability before investment
In the next step, we start to analyze this bottom frame problem and find out variation 
sources in order to resolve this existing process defect. We have found that the 
workstation of bottom frame assembly is the main source of variation. One of the reasons 
could be the existing fixtures in this workstation that cannot completely fix the seat 
slides.
First, we identified the existing process parameters and associated cost factors along with 
their values based on the company’s database. Then we applied our Tolerance model to 
get the idea of optimum tolerance for this defective process. It is found that the optimum 
tolerance for this process is 2.07 mm at a minimum cost of production. This gave us a
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clear idea that we needed to be consistent in 2.07 mm tolerance consistently in order to 
reduce process defects.
Using the findings in our analysis phase, we then tried to find alternative solutions to 
maintain 2.07 mm tolerance on both sides of the mean. Finally, we decided to redesign 
the bottom frame assembly through changing the fixtures. Here we discovered an 
important issue: how much investment it would take to change the fixtures of the bottom 
frame assembly. After thorough study and detailed research, we were able to develop an 
Investment model to determine the amount of investment necessary to correct this 
defective process. The Investment model is the extension of our Cost model where the 
output of the Tolerance model will be the input of the Investment model. The 
optimization of the Investment model gives us an amount of investment totaling $663.88, 
which would be necessary to economically modify the fixture of the bottom frame 
assembly.
With this knowledge, we removed the plastic blocks and replaced metal blocks with bolt 
joints from the bottom of the platform. Then four clamps were added to the pin of fixture 
so that the slides were completely fixed with the fixture and the distance between the left 
and right slides can be kept within the range of tolerance. The costs of investment for the 
new fixture, construction, and labour were kept within the budget of $663.88.
Again, we analyzed the data using the computer software, Minitab. Our specific goal was 
to figure out any significant difference after quality investment. One notable effect, which 
was evident immediately, was the number of products going to the rework area decreased 
greatly. This is because the variable quality characteristic (which is the distance between 
the bottom frames in this case) is now within acceptable range, so fewer products are now 
prone to rework/repair with extra costs.
After modifying the fixture, we collected 40 sample data of 40 seat frames again from a 
different production run. The collected data are the measure of distance between left and 
right seat slides. Similar techniques have been applied.
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After modification, the distance data have been collected as shown in Table 4.2.









1 400.9 21 402.1
2 401.9 22 403.2
3 400 23 403.1
4 401.2 24 400.6
5 402.7 25 401.1
6 399.9 26 401.5
7 401.7 27 403.7
8 402.8 28 402.2
9 401.5 29 401.4
10 400 30 403.7
11 401.7 31 401
12 402.9 32 402.8
13 402.5 33 400.2
14 401.8 34 402.5
15 403.1 35 399.9
16 401.1 36 403.8
17 402.5 37 402.7
18 401.7 38 402.1
19 403.9 39 402
20 401.2 40 403.3
It is understood that the improvements we made towards the new fixture of bottom frame 
assembly fixed the alignment problem, thereby resulting in fewer products being prone to 
further processing in rework/repair due to dimensional defects. Then we performed the
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process capability analysis, which is shown in Figure 4.4. This figure shows that the 
sample mean and the standard deviation after improvement are 401.95 mm and 1.14 mm.
Process Capability After Investment
LSI USL





Sam ple Mean 401.948
Sam ple N 40
StD ev (Within) 1.14254












O bserved  Performance 
PPM < LSL 0.00 
PPM > USL 0.00 
PPM Total 0.00
Exp. Within Performance 
PPM < LSL 38710.52 
PPM > USL 31608.44 
PPM Total 70318.97
Exp. Overall Performance 
PPM < LSL 38710.52 
PPM > USL 31608.44 
PPM Total 70318.97
Figure 4.4: Process capability after investment
This indicates that after redesigning the bottom frame assembly, the mean of the distance 
between left and right seat slides has been centred to be consistent with the target and the 
standard deviation has been decreased. The process capability ratio has been improved 
from 0.30 Cpk value to 0.59 Cpk value. On the other hand, the process capability index 
has been improved from 0.34 Cpm value to 0.61 Cpm value. The process capability 
analysis indicates that the addition of new fixture and redesigning bottom frame assembly 
has made a positive impact, which clearly improves the capability of the process. We are 
not ascertaining that it is a balanced process, since the capability is still less than 1.0. 
However, this improvement has taken the mean close to target and has decreased the 
variances in a significant amount. Most importantly, fewer products are now going to 
rework area for further processing. Clearly, the redesign improves the process capability. 
Nevertheless, we agree to continuously monitoring this improvement and further research 
is important in this area in order to improve the process capability to more than 1.0.
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The quality improvement activities, which we made through the investment in the bottom 
seat frame assembly, are the results of our modeling approach. We agreed on the 
importance of monitoring this improvement activity in the future. We identified the 
distance between left and right seat slides as the high impact characteristic and decided to 
draw the X-bar control chart to monitor the stability of this key dimension. This activity 
has now been included as a quality control plan in the assembly line.
4.2 Numerical Example:
A medium sized company produces car seats for automotive manufacturing industries in 
lots of 280 seats per shift. The company is running two shifts per day. The Production 
Manager identified an alignment problem in the bottom seat frame assembly. Because of 
the lack of parallel alignment between right and left seat slides, larger amount of seats are 
taken to rework area where some of them are rejected as scrap. The Production Manager 
wants to ensure how much investment is necessary to solve this problem in order to 
reduce rework/scrap costs. The given parameters and their values as per company 
database are shown in Table-4.3.
Table 4.3: Existing data and cost parameters
Parameters Value
Target mean, T -
Current mean, X
Current standard deviation, S=
Manufacturing cost, Me = c+m/t2
Part cost, Pc -
Rework cost, Rc =
Scrap cost, Sc =
Inspection cost, Ic =










The above alignment problem has been analyzed in light of Tolerance Model and 
Investment Model. Assuming that the quality characteristic has a truncated normal 
distribution with its’ current process mean and current standard deviation.
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4.3 Solution Procedure
It is supposed that the process follows normal distribution with Taguchi’s quadratic loss 
function and follows symmetrical case (see Figure 3.1, Chapter 3) where USL and LSL 
are the upper and lower specification limits. Bringing all the cost parameters into 
Tolerance Model, we get:
Minimize total costs
rC=195.12*[l -0(iw)]+58.03+10.89* 1
|_ 2 0  (m) -1
Subject to:
m > 0;
Solving the above model using the Maple 10 software, we get the relationship between
total expected costs and m-value. The value of ‘wf that minimizes total production cost










3.1 3.15 3.2 3.25
m-values
Figure 4.5: Optimal m-value for a minimum Total Cost per unit of product
It is noted that the value of ‘m’ is a ratio between tolerance and standard deviation. One 
might raise question whether this ‘m ’ can be equal to zero or not? The answer is clearly 
yes, because an ideal process might have zero tolerance limits, also the variance of 
process could be close to zero (through it is in ideal situation). In that case, m could be 
zero, for which, m>  0; is shown as the constraint in our Tolerance Model. Since, 
t=m*Standard deviation, then the tolerance limit, t = 3.15 * 0.66 = 2.07. So we get, t =
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2.07 mm, thus the optimal strategy is to have LSL = 399.93mm and USL = 404.07 mm. 
Also, our manufacturing cost and rework cost is dependant on tolerance. We can have, 
(1) manufacturing cost, Me = c+d/t2 = ll+0.12/(2.07)2 = $11.03 and rework cost, Rc = 
Me = $11.03. The above model represents a way to develop optimum specification limits 
by minimizing expected total production cost per unit.
In the next phase, we are taking the results of tolerance limits (LSL and USL) from 
Tolerance Model and putting these into Investment Model. In this model, we are 
interested to find out how much quality investment, I, is necessary to improve the 
process. So, both mean and standard deviation is now dependant on, /  (Investment).
Given, the target mean, T= 402mm, current Standard Deviation, S= 0.66. Then we have 
the following relationship assuming ju=X  and cr=S (since we are using sample data) as:
= ̂ 161604 + 696.208 exp(-0.0105*/)
Sj = V°-4356 exp(-0.00362 * I)
Also, The Taguchi’s quadratic loss functions are follows:
25(7-402)2 for  399.93< 7 < 404.07 
fo r Y <399.93and Y  >404.07
Bringing all these parameters into Quality Investment Model, we get:
Minimize total costs
/
1.1478(7 -  J l  61604 + 696.208 exp(-0.0158 /) 






/ 1.1478(7 -  7l 61604 + 696.208 exp(-0.0158/) 
exp(-0.00362 * I)
\
0.7575V 2 exp -
+ 58.03 + fi9199.93104.07 L(Y)* v A/exp(-0.00362) —dY
+ //280;
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Solving the above problem, we get the relationship between quality investment and total 
cost of production. After optimization, we get the optimum amount of investment, /= 
$663.38 at a minimum cost of TC -  $61.38 per unit.
The above optimization shows that once the quality investment is made, the cost of 
production starts going down until it reaches a minimum point. After that the cost of 
production starts to increase with the increase of investment. This clearly indicates that 
there must be an optimal point where minimum cost/unit can be achieved with respect to 
quality investment.
The Plot Builder of optimization package generates the relationship between the total cost 
and investment, which is shown in Figure 4.6.









750600 625 650 675 700 725
Investment, I
Figure 4.6: Optimal Investment necessary with respect to total production cost
The above cost curve (Figure 4.2) reveals the fact that the curve increases on the right 
side of the minimum. This is because once the process has achieved its’ optimal point 
then the further investment would be redundant. Nevertheless, it is going to increase the 
total cost of production.
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Applying the minimum quality investment to the expressions of X ,  and Si  above, we can 
have our optimal process mean and standard deviation as it follows:
X , =402.0008 mm 
Si =0.1986 mm
Therefore, the Production Manager should invest $664 to improve the assembly process 
in order to set the new process mean 402.0008mm and new standard deviation to 0.1986. 
This improves the process by generating less rework/scrap at a minimum cost of 
production. The developed optimization codes for both the models are shown in 
Appendix-A.
4.4 Summary of Methodology and Outcome of Three Models
Based on our numerical analysis presented in this chapter, all these methodology and 
outcome of three models can be viewed, at a glance, in the following Table 4.4:
Table 4.4: Application and Outcome of Three Models
Model Model Parameters
Input Parameters Output Parameters
Name Value Name Value
Tolerance
Model
























Low er limit 
U pper limit 
Mfg. cost(actual) 
Loss constant







Total costs o f  
production per 
unit




Combination o f  Tolerance and 









S =  0.1986mm
Cost/unit=$61.38
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As said in Chapter 3, first, we developed Tolerance Model, and then extended our 
integrated cost expression into Investment Model, and combination of both the models is 
our Integrated Cost Model where the outcome is the optimal process settings of the 
current process. This way, we can solve the quality of the process from current state to 
improved state, which is the main outcome of this thesis. The applications and results 
through using our models are reflected in Table 4.4.
4.5 Chapter Summary
The numerical analysis presented in this chapter illustrates systematically the application 
of our developed models. A practical case study followed by numerical example has been 
presented here to get the idea of relative fields and application of our proposed models. 
This is one of the most important chapters in this thesis as reader could understand the 
total methodology and procedures easily by going through case study and numerical 
example. This research started in a local car seat assembly plant with a known defect in 
the bottom frame assembly. Because of this quality problem, company has to take a large 
number of nonconforming items into rework area for further processing. In addition, they 
do not have any tool to estimate the amount of investment necessary to correct that defect 
economically on the process. With this view, we started to analyze data and tried to solve 
the problem mathematically.
The value of cost parameters along with process parameters have taken from company’s 
database. After developing mathematical models, we applied these parameters to test our 
developed models, which are shown in the numerical example (see section 4.3). After 
optimization, we get the optimal parameter values at a minimum cost of production. This 
indicates the fact that quality problem of variable characteristics can be minimized 
through controlling the mean and the standard deviation of the process. In Chapter 5, the 
detailed analysis of the model including change parameter values have been discussed in 
order to verify our proposed model.
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CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
5.1 Data Analysis and Model Validation
In this chapter, we analyze the collected data of seat frame assembly during our case 
study to evaluate real time analysis of data. These data have been collected during the 
actual production run. We then analyze those data and develop program code to read 
those data in order to apply to our proposed cost model. The model generates cost of 
production for each corresponding collected data. These methods are followed in order 
to ensure a replication of an exact situation that would occur in the actual manufacturing 
environment. The following sections represent the data analysis and their applications in 
our model in order to verify the utilization of our cost model.
5.1.1 Analyzing the Cost per Item Before and After Investment
In this section, we are going to analyze the change of unit cost of production before and 
after the quality investment that we proposed towards the improvement of bottom frame 
assembly. In this case, we have collected 40 sample data regarding the distance between 
left and right seat frame slides. These data have been collected during an actual 
production run with the known defects in the bottom frame assembly. The 40 sample data 
along with respective unit costs are tabulated. From the data, it can be seen that the 
variation of distance between left and right frame slides is high. For instance, the 
production run 5 shows 405.00 mm distance whereas production run 12 shows 398.20mm 
distance. This is because the current process is defective due to an alignment problem in 
the bottom seat frame. This phenomenon results in poor quality throughout the process 
and more products are taken to the rework area for further processing. Since we assume 
symmetrical truncated loss function, the scrap cost, Sc, for the items falls beyond the 
specification limits, is estimated at $12. The poor quality cost, L (Y), can therefore be 
written as:
2 5 (7 -402)2 for Y >399.93andY<404.07 
12 for Y <399.93and Y >404.07
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The above poor quality cost expression, 
L(Y), can be plotted with respect to 
quality characteristic, Y, which is shown 
in Figure 5.1. This plot indicates that the 
loss function is quadratic with a mean 
value 402mm and attains a fixed rework 
cost of $12 when the items fail to meet 
the required specifications. This exactly 








Figure 5.1: Truncated quadratic loss 
function with symmetrical type
With the above information, we can now find the total unit cost of production for these 
40 sample data. The results are listed in Table 5.1.













1 403.70 70.99 21 404.00 76.06
2 400.90 52.09 22 404.20 151.38
3 402.30 52.52 23 402.90 55.85
4 401.40 52.27 24 400.10 52.03
5 405.00 155.47 25 402.20 52.45
6 401.70 52.39 26 401.10 52.15
7 403.70 68.97 27 400.20 52.03
8 401.90 52.43 28 403.50 66.85
9 403.20 60.62 29 401.70 52.39
10 400.10 52.03 30 403.70 70.99
11 400.50 52.04 31 400.00 52.03
12 398.20 155.59 32 402.90 55.85
13 404.20 151.39 33 404.40 153.64
14 403.00 57.21 34 402.50 55.32
15 402.00 52.43 35 400.50 52.04
16 403.80 72.88 36 400.90 52.09
17 402.70 53.92 37 401.60 52.36
18 404.80 155.26 38 402.90 55.85
19 400.60 52.05 39 403.00 57.20
20 399.40 155.59 40 401.50 52.32
Average: $73.66
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To calculate the unit cost, we use computer software, Maple 10, to read the production 
data and to calculate unit cost for the corresponding individual data. It is imperative to 
mention here that the cumulative unit cost of production for these 40-production data is 
$2946.23 and the average unit cost of production is $73.66. The program code and cost 
data can be seen in Appendix-B.
To compare the change of unit cost after necessary investment, we have collected again 
40 sample data in 40-production periods. The distance between the left and right seat 
frames and unit cost of production are listed in Table 5.2. The cumulative unit cost of 
production for these 40-production data is $2249.58, that is, average unit cost of 
production is $56.24. Clearly this unit cost is lower than the unit cost before quality 
investment. This is because improving the process quality through investment can reduce 
the cost of poor quality which, in turn, results in the reduction of rework/scrap costs.













1 400.90 54.31 21 402.10 54.86
2 401.90 54.83 22 403.20 55.38
3 400.00 54.32 23 403.10 55.38
4 401.20 54.31 24 399.60 65.31
5 402.70 55.38 25 401.10 54.31
6 399.90 65.31 26 400.20 54.31
7 401.20 54.32 27 403.70 55.38
8 402.80 55.38 28 399.30 65.31
9 401.50 54.38 29 400.40 54.31
10 400.00 54.31 30 403.70 55.38
11 401.70 54.61 31 401.00 54.31
12 402.90 55.39 32 402.80 55.38
13 399.80 65.31 33 400.20 36.81
14 401.80 54.75 34 402.50 55.32
15 403.10 55.38 35 399.40 65.31
16 401.10 54.31 36 403.80 55.38
17 399.20 65.31 37 402.70 55.38
18 401.70 54.61 38 399.00 65.31
19 403.90 55.38 39 402.00 54.84
20 401.20 54.31 40 403.30 55.38
Average: $56.24
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The quality investment this company has made towards the improvement of bottom seat 
frame assembly through modifying the fixtures enables the company to overcome the 
previous alignment concerns and maintain specification limits. The result is that fewer 
items are now going to rework for further processing and unit cost has been reduced after 
optimal quality investment.
If we look at change of unit cost before and after investment, we have found a cost 
savings of $7.42 per item. If this company is producing 280 seats in one shift, the total 
savings stands to $2077.60. Therefore, our optimal investment $663.88 is only 32% of 
total savings in production cost in a single shift. This analysis reveals the fact that our 
proposed integrated cost model is justified over the investment decision in any defective 
process.
After that, we compared the unit cost in every period through a trend chart. Figure 5.2 
shows the change of unit cost of production before and after the investment. We notice 
that in some production period before improvement, the unit costs are unreasonably high. 
This is because rework/scrap cost and part replacement cost increase the total production 
cost. On the other hand, after necessary investment, the poor quality cost (Chapter 3, 
p.31) has been reduced, which leads to a reduced processing cost in all subsequent 
periods.









Figure 5.2: Comparison of unit costs data before and after Investment
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5.1.2 Analysis of Expression for X} and Si
It has to be noted that our model development is based on existing research in this field 
where researchers use population mean and standard deviation as ju and a. For this 
reason, we use // and a  during analysis of modeling approach. In places where we are 
dealing with our collected data, we usually represent sample mean as X  instead of h  and 
standard deviation as S instead of a  One of the important assumptions in our modeling 
approach is that we represent both the mean and standard deviation as a function of 
investment. We also assume our variance curve and mean curve expressions as: 
S ^ S l H S l - S ^ e ^  , a >  0;
1 )  = x l  + ( x l - X t) e(~pi) , p  > 0;
There is an obvious reason for the above expressions as both X , and Sj are function of 
investment, I. Our objective in this research is to take the mean as close to the target as 
possible as well as to reduce the process variance so that most of the products remain 
within an acceptable range. Since we quantify quality loss through Taguchi’s Cost of 
Poor Quality (COPQ) for unit product, which is the product of Taguchi loss function 
times the process distribution can be written as:
Poor Quality Cost/unit = L (Y , / )  * f ( Y , I ) dY
The pdf of normal distribution with mean X} and variance Sf is
_ ( y -  >2
f  ( Y , 1 )  =   T ------ - e
S j -s /2  n
Therefore, the pdf of normal distribution is dependant on quality characteristic, Y, and 
quality investment, /. That is, the area under the normal curve can be changed with the 
different values of Y and I. So, this is the only way we could achieve our targeted process 
distribution through changing the values of investment. Because our objectives are to 
carefully study the structure of cost function in order to gain insights into its behaviour
with respect to investment. For this reason, we use the above expressions of X , and Si so 
that we can have the optimal mean and optimal standard deviation for a particular 
defective process. Since X} and Sj are the process parameters, it must have some
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distribution. This is actually true and our explanation in this case is that for each 
particular investment there has a distribution with a mean and standard deviation. Once 
the investment changes, the process distribution also fluctuates with a new value of mean 
and standard deviation. This way we are taking the mean closer to the target and 
decreasing variance at its minimum.
For more then a decade, many researchers have used the above expressions ofX , and Sj 
in their cost models. In addition to the studies done by Hong et al. (1993) and Ganeshan 
et al. (2001), other researchers, such as Ouyang et al. (2000) and Chen and Tsou (2003) 
also use similar functions in their cost models. Because researchers have found that only 
investment can make a difference, in other words, investment can change a defective 
process from its current state to an improved state. This is possible when we are able to 
decrease the process variance and take the mean closer to target with respect to 
investment. For instance, if Sm is the maximum (or current) level of variance of the 
system, and Si is the minimum level to which process variance can be decreased then S f  
is a candidate for the reduced variance after investment. In section 5.1.2, the expression 
Si is only one representation of a variance reduction function. One could envisage many 
other polynomial forms for the variance reduction equation. However, our modeling 
approach assumes that Si will follow the form of the above equation. It is the most 
logical choice for us since (i) the variance has upper and positive lower bound, and (ii) 
the marginal value of investment with respect to variance decreases as one invests more 
into the process.
The importance of selecting the expressions of X , and Si is that these expressions are 
exponential. Researchers use these expressions to improve the process mean as well as 
variances. Since our quality loss due to process defects is quadratic, which we are 
quantifying through Taguchi’s quadratic model, then an exponential expression is more 
logical to minimize that quadratic loss. In this respect, we 
select the above mean curve and variance curve equations in order to reduce the quadratic 
losses in our production system. The variance curve expression will be utilized to reduce 
the variance of QCH exponentially with the investment. On the other hand, mean curve
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expression will be utilized to take the mean closer to target value. The applications of the 
above expressions of X , and Sj have been referenced in section 5.1.2.
Let us now examine whether our aforesaid expressions of X , and Sj can serve the
intended objectives. Let us assume, the initial value of sample mean is, X 0 = 402.86mm,
and target value of population mean is, X T = 402mm, and /?= 0.0003. Then the function
X j versus I  (Investment) can be drawn as shown in Figure 5.3. This figure reveals the 
fact that as investment is made in the process, the mean curve starts moving towards the 
target.
200 300 4000 100 600
I
Figure 5.3: Relationship between mean and quality investment
After the optimal investment, the mean curve almost touches the target line (402 mm). 
This is actually what we want in our model. Therefore, Figure 5.3 verifies our expression
of mean function, X t , and achieves the desired objective.
Similarly, we can draw the function for variance curve equation. Since we have 
maximum and minimum values of standard deviation, we can plot the curve for reduced 
variance with respect to investment. For instance, as the maximum value of Sm = 0.66,
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minimum value of Sl = 0.01, and constant parameter a  -  0.0001, the function Sj versus I 
(Investment) can be drawn as shown in Figure 5.4. It is evident from this figure that as 
investment increases the value of Sj decreases. After optimal investment of $663.88, the 
value of Sj is 0.198, which is the minimum in this particular case. This is exactly what we 
want in our model to reduce variance of the process through investment. Therefore, the 
above variance reduction function, Si, actually serves our desired objective.
Si
0 .8 8 -
0 .8 -
0 . 7 2 -
0 .6+
0 . 4 8 -
0 . 4 -
0 . 3 2 -
0.24
0 . 1 6 -
1000 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
Figure 5.4: Relationship between S-value and quality investment
The above analysis of expression for X j and Sj have been made to verify our modeling 
assumptions since our primary goal is to improve the defective process through 
investment that can change to new process settings of parameters. One can use some 
other polynomials for variance reduction function but, in our model, we utilize the above 
two functions that generate optimal process settings with a reduction of process waste. 
This result verifies that the choice of the above expression in our developed model 
exactly matches with our objectives.
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5.1.3 Effects of Investment and QCH range on TC(YJ)
We combine the effects of changing investment and quality characteristics range to the 
cost of production. A 3D diagram has been generated to represent the relationship. This 
3D diagram reveals the fact that there is a minimum value of the unit cost for a given 
range of quality characteristics with the change in quality investment. Based on our 
numerical example, the value of optimal expected cost is TC(Y,I) = $61.38, provided the 
optimal investment $663.88 has been made towards the improvement of quality in this 
defective process. Any further investment beyond this optimal value will be not only 
redundant but also increase the trend in cost of production. Figure 5.5 is the 3D 
representation of the behaviour of unit cost to the change in quality investment within the 









600 625 650 675 700 "  r a  "  750
Figure 5.5: 3D plot on the effect of change of investment and QCH value on TC(Y,I)
One might argue if there is less investment than the aforesaid amount, then what would 
be the end effect? The answer of this question is revealed on this 3D plot. For example, if 
one invests $400 in this process (assuming a portion of improvement has been done), 
then the unit cost might be between $73.66 and $61.38, but not the minimum. To achieve 
this minimum cost, we have to invest the aforesaid optimal investment in this particular
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process. On the other hand, if more than optimal investment is being made in this process 
then the cost of production starts to increase. This is also evident in our 3D plot. The fact 
is that after optimal investment, the cost curve touches its minimum point, beyond which, 
any further investment is redundant. And these excess investments accumulated with the 
processing cost, thereby, increase the overall production cost. Finally, Figure 5.5 above 
shows evidence of convexity of our proposed integrated cost model.
5.1.4 Convexity of the Proposed Models
It is important to verify the convexity of our developed cost models as both models 
generate minimum cost of production at optimal tolerance and optimal investment. But 
the minimum point that we reach after optimization, a local minimum or global 
minimum. Let us analyze this issue with the mathematical concept of positive 
semidefinite. This concept can be illustrated as follows:
Suppose that f(x) is a function and needs to determine its minimum point. Once we take 
first derivative equal to zero, that is, f ’(x) = 0; we get the minimum point. But there might 
be other minimum points too on that same function with f ’(x) =0. Therefore, we are 
unsure at this stage whether this minimum point is local or global minimum. The one way 
to prove global minimum is to take second derivative of the function and if all the right 
hand side values come positive, then we can say that the above minimum point is a global 
minimum. In other words, a global minimum is the lowest minimum point for this 
function so that all other minimum points are higher than this lowest point. That is, if 
f ’(x) >=0, then we can say that the function is positive semidefinite and the minimum 
point that we get from f ’(x) =0 is a global minimum. With this view, let us analyze first, 
our tolerance model.
5.1.4.1 Convexity of Tolerance Model
As mentioned in equation (3.6), the ratio of tolerance, t, and cr is equal to m, which is 
constant. In other words, m = t/o  = constant. Then the parameters gi and g2 in our 
tolerance model are also constant. The only variable remaining is the tolerance, t. At this 
point, we need to identify the parameters that are a function of tolerance, t. In our model,
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the manufacturing cost and rework cost is expressed as c+d/t2, which is a function of 
tolerance. Also, a, is a function of tolerance too. With this view, we can express our cost 
model in terms of variable, t, as follows:
TC = (4Mc(t) + 3Pc + Sc +2Ic )g\ + Mc(t) + Pc +Ic + K<? (t)g2
2mWhere, g, = [1 -  O(m)] and g 2 = 1 - y/{m)
l-20(m X
The necessary optimal conditions for variable, t, is to assign the first derivative of TC 
with respect to, t, to be zero. That yields:
TC'= 4Mc'(t) gi + Me '(t) + Pc +Ic + 2Ka(t) a'(i)g2 =0
Therefore, tolerance t is a candidate for the optimal solution which can be found from the 
above equation. The sufficient optimal condition is that all the terms after second derivate 
must have a positive value.
TC"= 4Mc"(t) gi + Me" (t) + 2K g2 (o'(t)2 + aft) c"(0)
As we know, cr(t) = t/m, then <j'(t) = 1/m and a"(t) = 0;
Also, as discussed in Chapter 2, our manufacturing cost expression is:
Mc(t) = c + d/t2,
then first derivative is: Mc'(t) = - 2m/t3 
and second derivative is: Mc”(t) = +6d/t4 ; 
then the above expression can be simplified as:
TC"= 4Mc"(t)gi + Me"(t) + 2Kg2 a'(t)2
As K, gi, and g2 are always positive, therefore, all the terms in above equation, after 
second derivative, are positive, so TC" is always positive that meets the sufficient
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condition. That is, the minimum cost TC(t) after solving the tolerance model is not only a 
minimum point but also a Global Minimum point.
5.1.4.2 Convexity of Investment Model
Our proposed investment model is as follows:
TC(Y, I) = (3 Pc + A Me + 2 Ic + Sc) f° f (Y , I) dY+
*U
Pc + Ic + Me + f u L (Y )* f(Y ,I)d Y  + I  ;
*L
Our investment model contains two independent variables: the quality characteristic, Y, 
and the investment, I. Also, the area under the curve for within and outside the 
specification limits is taken as an integral part. The pdf is f(Y,I) and the loss function is 
L(Y), each of which has its own distribution. This type of model is a bit complex and may 
not easily be solved analytically; therefore, we will use numerical methods to verify the 
convexity of the model.
For the proof of convexity of TC(Y,I), one can utilize the Hessian matrix equation for the 
above model. If we can prove that the Hessian matrix of the above model is always 












We are fortunate enough that Maple software has a built-in command to deal with this 
type of complex function and test the convexity of the function. The Convex(f,t, x(t)) 
command determines if the integrand is convex or not. Where /  is the function 
expression, x(t) is the list of functions, and x ’(t) is the first derivative of those functions. 
If the integrand is convex, the functional J  = Int (f(t,x,x’),t=a..b) is globally minimized 
by extremals. This is the built-in logical expression in Maple. If the Hessian is positive 
semidefinite, which proves J  is minimum. That is, J  is the return value of function after
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executing convex command. Here t is the parameter within Maple command, which is 
different to our tolerance in model. This t denotes the variables within function. For
example, the convex command in our Investment Model will be as Covextf, I,[ X , ,SJ). 
In a convex integrand, the output of program code is an expression sequence containing 
two items:
• Hessian matrix dA2 f/(dx dx ’)
• Logical expression that is true if the Hessian is positive semidefinite.
With this view, we developed code to verify the convexity. At first, we simplify the 
above model as follows:
TC(Y,I) = (3Pc + 4Me + Sc + 21c) * A(Y,I)+Pc + Ic + Mc + Z(Y ,I) +1 /280;
It is noted that the term A(Y,I) is the cumulative distribution function of the outside 
specification limits and Z(Y,I) is the cumulative distribution function of the inside 
specification limits. Since all other cost factors have a definite value; we now test the 
convexity of the above terms individually. The program codes along with the command 
are shown in Appendix-D. The program generates the Hessian matrix of functions, 
A(Y,I)>=Q and Z(Y,I)>=0; that is, both the functions are convex and positive semidefinite. 
It proves that our proposed investment model is also convex and the minimum cost point 
that we have got through optimization is a global minimum.
5.1.4.3 Convexity of Constraints
As mentioned in Chapter 3, our Integrated Cost Model is a combination of Tolerance 
Model and Investment Model. Each model has constraints through which the boundary 
conditions are set during optimization. We are now looking at the convexity of these 
constraints. The Tolerance Model has one constraint as: m>=0; where m is the ratio of 
process tolerance by process standard deviation, which is a constant positive number as 
we have seen in section 5.1.4.1. Therefore, any positive value is always positive 
semidefinite.
On the other hand, our Investment Model has two constraints as:
/(Investment) >=0, and Y (distance between frames) >=0;
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In the practical situation, investment can never be negative, therefore, always remains in 
a positive boundary. Similarly, the quality characteristic of Y is the distance between 
frames, which cannot be negative too. Since, our objective function contains two 
variables Y, and I, which are always positive, therefore, the area bounded by these 
constraints are always remain in the positive region. Finally, any positive value is 
semidefinite; therefore, our constraints in the model are all convex.
52  Sensitivity Analysis
For successful application of our integrated cost model, we need to analyze the model by 
changing the related parameter’s value as well as observe any adverse effects of that 
change. Some related process parameters such as K  and S have important roles in our 
model since they impact the loss estimation and process variance. The developed 
program code for different K  and S values is shown in Appendix-C.
5.2.1 Effects of Different A-values on Production Cost
The sensitivity analysis with respect to different K-values is shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Effects of parameter ^-values on production cost
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In a particular process, K  is the loss function constant denoted by dollar amount as the 
quality characteristic deviates from target value. If is the particular value of the 
product’s quality characteristics that deviates by an amount of A with a corresponding 
failure cost of A, then the constant, K, is defined as K= A/A2. Therefore, estimation of K  
is extremely important in our integrated cost model.
Let us optimize our investment model for different values of K  such as K -25, 30, and 35. 
Then we analyze and observe the effects of the various AT-values on production cost. We 
can illustrate the fact graphically by developing a program code that takes multiple re­
values, optimizing the cost and then drawing the different changed behaviours in the 
same plot. It is evident in Figure 5.6 that, as the re-value increases the optimal investment 
along with unit costs also increases. This is true as per the above definition of K, since the 
internal failure cost, such as rework/repair, also increases simultaneously. Thus, we have 
an idea of how sensitive the production cost/unit and investment are to the parameter, K.
5.2.2 Effects of Different 5-values on Production Cost
Figure 5.7 shows the behaviour of unit cost versus investment with the different 5-values.
Behaviour of Total Costs change 













Figure 5.7: Effects of parameter, S, on the production cost
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The parameter, S, is also equally important in our sensitivity analysis. As we know, once 
the variance of the process decreases, the process quality increases, thereby, products’ 
specification limits remain within acceptable range.
Of course, there are several reasons for which product’s specification limits fall outside 
the acceptable range. This generally occurs as a result of machine/tool wear in any 
manufacturing or assembly environment. The machine/tool wear can cause the variation 
in the variable quality characteristics of the part that ultimately deviate the process mean 
away from its target value; the result is extra cost of rework/repair.
It is evident in the plot that as S  increases the unit costs also increase and vice-versa. The 
reason is that once the process variability increases, the extra processing cost such as 
rework/repair cost also increases, which ultimately affects the total production costs. This 
result verifies our modeling approach: that there is an optimal balance between 
production cost and quality investment.
5.3 Variance Curve and Mean Curve Constant, a, and /?
The optimal levels of investment are also dependant on two important parameters, a, and
/?(shown in section 3.3.3.1). In the expressions of X )  and S] (section 5.1.2), a  denotes 
variance curve constant and p  denotes mean curve constant. For instance, parameter a  
determines how quickly S j reaches its lower bound. And parameter ft determines how
quickly X , reach to the target value. Therefore, these two parameters play an important 
role in determining optimal levels of investment. Let us determine these two values from 
the results obtained in our numerical example in Chapter 4. The given initial mean is 
402.86mm and initial variance is 0.436mm2. These values are taken from the existing 
process before any quality improvement. The target values, i.e., the mean and the 
variance are 402mm and 0mm2. After investing $664 as an improvement cost, we get the 
new mean as 402.0008mm and new variance 0.039 mm2. Therefore, we can have our 
initial, final, and target values of mean and variance. Since we are now dealing with
sample data, we can denote mean and standard deviation as X } and S t.
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X) = Xt +(xl-Xl) e{~pi) ,0> 0;
Or, (402.0008)2 = (402)2+ [(402.86)2 -  (402)2 ]exp(-/? * 664)
Or, 161604.563 = 161604 + 696.208 exp (-0 * 664)
Or, 8.08*e-4 = exp(-/? * 664)
Taking log both sides and solving, we get: 0 -  0.01064 
Similarly, for variance curve expression, we get:
S j ^ S l H S L - S b e ™  , a >  0;
Or, 0.039 = 0 + 0.436 exp(-a*664)
Or, 0.0894 = exp(-a*664)
Taking log both sides and solving, we get: a=  0.00364
The above calculation shows that the mathematical solution of mean curve and variance 
curve constants are easy to obtain. After solving, we can have a  = 0.00364 and 0  = 
0.01064, which are close to our earlier values.







600 650 700 750
Investment, I
Figure 5.8: Effects of mean curve and variance curve constant on production cost
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The production data of the bottom seat frame that we have collected after investment is 
assumed to be the same. Then we have a relationship between production cost and quality 
investment. Taking the above parameter’s value of a, and [5, we can have this 
relationship through optimization of our investment model. The behaviour of the 
investment over the unit production cost is plotted in Figure 5.8.
Figure 5.8 above, indicates that there is a minimum production cost, $61,366 as we invest 
$660,188 on process improvement. It should be noted here that our optimization of 
Investment Model (see Chapter 4) gives $663.88 as the optimal investment, which is
relatively close to this relationship. This result verifies that the above expressions of Xj 
and Sj are a good approximation of our Investment Model formulation. Also, there is an 
optimal balance between quality investment and unit cost of production.
5.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter was dedicated to the detailed analysis necessary in order to verify our 
proposed model. First, we analyzed the 40 sample data before any quality improvement 
of the process. We then developed the program code to read those data from different 
data file and calculated unit production cost for each individual data. The program 
generated an average unit cost of production as $73.66. After that, we calculated unit cost 
of production again for another 40 data that we collected after quality improvement and 
found the average unit cost of production as $56.24. The investment decreased the unit 
production cost in the amount of $17.42. This is as a result of investment in the process 
for which extra cost of rework/repair was decreased by a considerable amount. We then
analyzed the logic behind the selection of expressions of X 1 and Sf in our model. The
convexity of the integrated cost model has also been discussed in this chapter.
In this chapter, the detailed sensitivity analysis has been done (see section 5.2). Changing 
various parameter values, the unit production costs have been analyzed with our 
developed integrated cost model. We used plot builder software to plot the pattern in a 
graphical form for each parameter change. This was done to track any sort of adverse 
effects due to parameter change. But no adverse effects were visible during sensitivity
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analysis; rather our model ran smoothly with favourable results. The detailed analysis in 
this chapter actually validates our proposed Integrated Cost Model for industrial 
application. In Chapter 6, we present conclusions and recommendations of this thesis.
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In this thesis we presented an integrated cost model consisting of a tolerance model and 
an investment model. Our primary objective was to study the interactions between 
production costs and process quality and develop a tool so that the extra costs of 
rework/scrap could be minimized in any production system. With this goal, we developed 
the integrated cost model based on the associated manufacturing costs and Taguchi’s 
perspective of cost of poor quality. This model can be applied in any manufacturing 
system as well as assembly line where variable quality characteristics are the concern of 
quality defects and process wastes. Our primary contribution in this study is providing 
managers with an economic investment decision which will allow them to correct a 
defective process through optimizing our cost model.
The optimal investment varies, depending upon the type of process adjustment that is to 
be considered. Also, it is dependent on the variable types of the quality characteristics of 
products. For this reason, we have generalized the cost model to make it useful as per the 
requirements of a particular process. During the development of the tolerance model, the 
existing process parameter values and cost factors have been considered so that the 
optimal tolerance could have a realistic behaviour with that particular process. In this 
research, data from the actual process w;as used to determine the necessary adjustment for 
optimal production and waste reduction through the utilization of two types of modeling 
approaches applied in this research.
In Step-I we developed the Tolerance Model. First, we converted the relationship of 
process capability index in terms of tolerance. Then we derived expressions of associated 
manufacturing costs and quality loss in terms of tolerance. This has been done with a 
constant parameter, m, where m is defined as the ratio of tolerance and standard deviation 
as: m = t/a. Based on our general cost expression, we then described a Tolerance Model
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that stands with only one unknown, that is, m-value. After optimization, we get the 
optimal m-value, from which we can get the optimal tolerance of the current process. In 
Step-II, we extend our general cost expression into an Investment Model. Here, the 
output of the Tolerance Model is taken as the input of the Investment Model. In this way, 
both of the models have been integrated in order to generate the desired objectives of 
optimal process settings. The reason behind the combination of two models is that the 
output of the uni-variate Tolerance Model has been utilized as an input to the bi-variate 
Investment Model. Such an optimization model has several managerial implications. The 
distinct contributions in this research are summarized below:
(a) The work in this thesis is a first attempt to integrate two optimization models into 
an integrated cost model of the process. This integrated cost model can be used to 
aid in the decision-making process of a defective production line as well as assist 
in reducing manufacturing waste through process improvement.
(b) The model can compare the unit cost of production with and without investment. 
This enables the managers to decide the economic justification of investment and 
figure out Retum-on-Investment. These steps are, of course, setting the process 
parameters to reduce process waste, such as rework/scrap costs.
(c) Our modeling approach is not iterative, rather generalized for use in individual 
parts of interest. For example, using current data, managers can utilize the 
tolerance model only to get optimal tolerance or the investment model to have the 
estimation of optimal investment. But for quality improvement of a defective 
process from its current state to an improved state through optimal settings, one 
has to use both the models sequentially as we represented in an integrated cost 
model.
(d) The convexity of a cost model verifies the assumption that there is an optimal 
balance between investment and production cost.
In addition to the above contributions, our numerical example and analysis can be a 
guideline for managers in making choices regarding process improvement. To improve a
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process, there might be other alternatives, such as repairing a machine or purchasing a 
new one. Each of these options has its own distribution. Our proposed model_will aid in 
the decision-making process of investment and allow managers to choose the best option 
towards the goal of least cost per item during production.
6.2 Recommendations
The observations from the current study and analysis might help carrying forward further 
study in this subject area. The analysis of the process parameters with change values 
could be useful in similar industrial applications. The presented results could be 
improved and verified through further study using a different process distribution or 
multiple quality characteristics of the product.
This research can be further extended in at least the following ways, which the author 
strongly believes and recommends being worthy:
• Comparison of the values of process parameters including optimal investment if 
the process follows other distributions rather than normal distribution.
• Extension of the same modeling approach for multiple quality characteristics.
• Identify the change in behaviour of presented cost models with the impact of 
multi-variate quality characteristics instead of univariate quality characteristics.
• The shape and pattern of the proposed model if further research has been 
undertaken for attribute quality characteristics instead of variable quality 
characteristics.
• Researcher may utilize other quality evaluation models and include more cost 
factors for this type of modeling approach.
If the aforesaid research were to be conducted further, the author believes it will greatly 
help in the area of process quality improvement as well as manufacturing cost reduction 
in any production line.
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>  *************************A p p on d ix”"A **********************
*
# Program c o d e  f o r  T o l e r a n c e  m od el
# D e f i n i n g  p d f  and  c d f












>  C := z —> 1 -2 *z* ^ ( zy(2* <J>(z)~l);
2 <(> (z) -  1
>  0 (3 ) ;
1 - 3 a/2
TC
>  evalf(% );
0.9733369246
>  # D e c l a r i n g  c o s t  p a r a m e t e r
MC: = 3 . 0 1 ;  P C : = 1 5 . 0 ;  I C : = 0 . 5 ; S C : = 5 . 0 ;
MC := 3.01 
PC := 15.0 
IC := 0.5 
,SC := 5.0
>  s i g m a : = 0 . 3 3 ;  K:= 2 5 . 0 ;
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K:= 25.0 (7)
>  # Developing Tolerance model
TC:=*z~* (4 • MC  +  3 • PC  +  2 • /C  +  SC) • ( 1 - 4>(z)) +  PC +  MC +  IC  
+  * •  o2- C(z);
TC :=z-*(4M C + 3PC + 2IC  + SC) (1 -  «J>(z)) +PC + MC + IC + Kc? C(z) (8)
>  2X7(1);
31.52000000 ( ~ \ f l  \  4 l  Vrc erfj \  y/1  ) J \[2
84.27250-------------------- ^ ----------------f z ------------^ -------- H -----  (9)
V  TC
_____________ 2.72250 "Jl 2
.
>  evalf(%  ) ;
29.30421531 (10)
>  w i t h ( O p t i m i z a t i o n ) ;
[ImportMPS, Interactive, LPSolve, LSSolve, Maximize, Minimize, NLPSolve, QPSolve] (11)
>  M i n i m i z e ( TC ( z ) , z = 2 . . 5 ) ;
[21.2304938053424124* [2 = 3.54510507917024854]] (12)
>  p l o t ( TC( z ) , z = 2 . . 1 0 ) ;
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22.0-




>  # F i g u r e  4 . a : T e s t  p l o t  f o r  TC v s  z - v a l u e s
#rC( 3);
>  #evalf( % );
>  7U( 14.88);
79.00892326 V2 3.373220668 lO-47̂  
o 4 .Z /z j U --------------------------------  7 7 -  \
2.506628276\ f l  _
TC
>  evalf( % );
21.23249999 (14)
>  p l o t ( T C { z ) , z = 3 . . 1 5 ) ;
75






>  # F i g u r e  4 . b :  T e s t  p l o t  w i t h  h i g h e r  z -
v a l u e s
# D e f i n i n g  c o s t  p a r a m e t e r s  
M C :=11 .03 ;  P C : = 4 5 . 0 ;  I C : = 2 ; S C : = 1 2 . 0 ;
MC:= 11.03 
PC := 45.0 
IC :=2
SC := 12.0 (15)
>  s i g m a : = 0 . 6 6 ;  K : = 2 5 . 0 ;
ct :=  0.66
K  := 25.0 (16)
’>  TCl:=z~* (4 ■ MC + 3 • PC + 2 ■ IC + SC) > ( 1 -  <j>(z»+PC +  MC +  /C 
+  c2- C(z);
rC 7:=z-^(4A fC  +  3PC  +  2 /C  +  SC) (1 — 4>(z)) +PC + MC +  IC + K&1 C(z) (17) 
">  TCI (1);
76
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264.04000
97.56000000 Q  \ f l  ^  ^ 2  Vrr erf^ ^  \ [ l  j  j  V~2
TC
7C
10 .89000^  e
^ \ [ l  '\f~7z +  ~ V 2  V tt erf^ ^  -\/2 j  j  y fl
TC
>  M i n i m i z e ( T C I ( z ) , z = 3 . . 5) ;
[68.8872673901600764, [z= 3.15063222475972804]]








>  # F i g u r e  4 . c : T e s t  p l o t  a f t e r  c o s t  d a t a
M i n i m i z e ( T C I ( z ) , z = l . . 5 ) ;
[68.8872673901600622, [z = 3.15063184874577474 ] ] (20)
>  M i n i m i z e ( T C ( z ) , z = 0 . . 5 ) ;
1 s
77
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[68.8872673901600764, [z = 3.15063199400830164]] (21)
>  F i g l : = p l o t ( ( T C I ( z ) , z = 3 . 0 . . 3 . 3 5 ) ,  l a b e l s =  [" m -V a lu e " , " T o t a l  
C o s t s " ] , t h i c k n e s s = 2 ) :
p l o t s [ d i s p l a y ] ( F i g l , t i t l e f o n t = [ T I M E S , B O L D , 1 2 ] ,  t i t l e = " P l o t  
o f  minimum T o t a l  C o s t s  \ n  w i t h  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  m - V a l u e " ) ;









>  # 
C o s t
>
m -Value
F i g u r e  4 . 5 : O p t im a l  m - v a l u e  f o r  a  minimum T o t a l
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^***********************************^pp£Uijj-j..^ contd .***************** 
* * *
#Program c o d e  f o r  Q u a l i t y  Im provem ent  Model  
# F i n d i n g  O p t im a l  I n v e s t m e n t  
# A s s i g n i n g  v a r i a b l e s  
>  mu := Y - >  ( 1 6 1 6 0 4 + 6 9 6 . 2 0 8 * e x p ( - . 0 1 0 5 8 * Y ) ) * ( 1 / 2 ) ;
H := F-^V 161604 +  696.208 e (-0 01058 7) (1)
>  s ig m a  := Y - >  ( 0 + . 4 3 5 6 * e x p ( -  . 0 0 3 6 2 * Y ) ) A ( 1 / 2 )  ;
a  := F-> V  0.4356 e (“ ° 00362 n  (2)
>  mu (0) ;
402.8649997 (3)
>  s i g m a (0) ;
0.6600000000 (4)
>  #A s s i g n i n g  X a s  QCH and Y a s  I n v e s t m e n t
>  # D e f i n i n g  C o s t  o f  P oor  Q u a l i t y
>  L := X - >  p i e c e w i s e ( X > = 3 9 9 .9 3  and X < = 404 . 0 7 , 2 5 * ( X - 4 0 2 ) A2 , 1 2 ) ;
L := X-+piecewise(399.93 <X  and X<404.07,25 (X - 402 f ,  12) (5)
>  L ( 4 0 1 ) ;
25 (6)
>  L ( 4 0 5 ) ;
12
>  M : ( d i f f ( X _ , Y _ ) , 1 / 2 / s i g m a ( Y ) * 2 A ( 1 / 2 ) / P i A( 1 / 2 ) * e x p ( - 1 / 2 * (X-mu 
(Y ) ) A2 / s i g m a ( Y ) A2 ) ) ;
1.147842057 [ x - \ j  161604 +696.208 el ~°-01058 r ) ) 
e( -0.00362 7)
0, — " ̂     (8)
V e(-°-00362 7)
>  # E x p r e s s i o n  o f  Q u a l i t y  l o s s  w i t h i n  s p e c i f i c a t i o n
Z := (X,Y) - >  l / 2 * i n t ( L ( X ) * e x p ( - 1 / 2 * (X -m u (Y ))A2 / s i g m a ( Y ) A2 ) ,
X = 3 9 9 . 9 3 . . 4 0 4 . 0 7 ) / s i g m a ( Y ) * 2 A( 1 / 2 ) / P i A( 1 / 2 ) ;
/404.07
i (x-tx(r>)2 1
0.7575757575 4 l  e
L ( X ) e '  2 0(7)2 ' d X y f l
1 •/'3QQ
Z:= (X, F )-> ^   = ------------------ (9)
2 a (Y )y r z
>  A := (X,Y) - >  l / 2 * i n t ( e x p ( - 1 / 2 * (X -m u (Y ))A2 / s i g m a ( Y ) A2 ) , X = 0 .
. 3 9 9 . 9 3 ) / s i g m a ( Y ) * 2 A ( 1 / 2 ) / P i A( 1 / 2 ) ;
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•399.93
1 (* -n (n )2
e
A -  (X' Y) 0 (10)
2 a ( Y ) \J n
>  MC: = 1 1 . 0 3 ;  P C : = 4 5 . 0 ;  I C : = 2 ;  SC :=12 . 0 ;
M C =  11.03 
PC := 45.0 
IC :—2 
SC := 12.0 (H)
>  TC:=Y-> ( 3 * PC+4*MC+SC+2* IC) *A(X, Y)+PC+MC+IC+Z(X, Y) + (Y / 2 8 0 ) ;
TC := Y-+ (3 PC +  4 MC + SC + 2 IC) A (X, Y) + PC + MC +  IC + Z(X, Y) +  r r r  Y (12)
280
>  TC(50)  ;
>  # G d a t a := p l o t ( T C ( Y ) , Y = 5 5 0 . . 7 5 0 ) , l a b e l s = [ " I n v e s t m e n t  I " ,  " T o t a l  
C o s t s " ] :
# p l o t s [ d i s p l a y ] ( G d a t a ,  t i t l e f o n t = [ T I M E S , B O L D , 1 2 J , t i t l e =  
" B e h a v io u r  o f  T o t a l  C o s t s  c h a n g e  \ n  w i t h  Q u a l i t y  I n v e s t m e n t " )
r
>  # m i n i m i z e ( T C ( Y ) , Y = 0 . . 6 0 ) ;
>
>  #TC1:=Y-> 5 0 0 * ( 3 * PC+4*MC+SC+2* IC) * A (X ,Y )+ 5 0 0 * (PC+MC+IC+Z(X,Y)
>  # M i n i m i z e ( T C I ( Y ) , Y = 0 . . 2 0 0 ) ;
>  F i g 2 : = p l o t ( ( T C (Y ) ,Y = 6 0 0 . . 7 5 0 ) , l a b e l s = [ " I n v e s t m e n t ,  I " ,  " T o t a l  
C o s t s " ] , e o l o r = b l u e ,  t h i c k n e s s = 2 ) :
p l o t s [ d i s p l a y ] ( F i g 2 ,  t i t l e f o n t = [ T I M E S , B O L D , 1 2 ] ,  t i t l e =  
" B e h a v io u r  o f  T o t a l  C o s t s  c h a n g e  \ n  w i t h  Q u a l i t y  I n v e s t m e n t " )
18.75775644^2 +  58.20857143 (13)
)+Y;
80
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>  # F i g u r e  4 . 6 : O p t im a l  I n v e s t m e n t  n e c e s s a r y  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  
TC
TC( 6 3 8 ) ;
>  s i m p l i f y (%);
>
>  M in im iz e  (TC (Y) ,Y = 100 .  . 3 0 0 )  ;
(16)
81
M 5.5404656 + 6 0 30857143 (14)
71
61.39002788 (15)
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Minimize




0.0428549564471 01002500 IQ8+  4.35130 105e (~0-01058000000y)
g ( - 0  003620000000 7) 





39993 e I0-001810000000 y) ^  e (-o 0 0 3 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  7)
- 4 .  V  1.01002500 1 08 +  4.35130 105 e ( - ° 010580000007) k( -0.001810000000 7)
(2 ) 2
)
+  58.03 +
e ( -0.00362 7)
0.7575757575
4400.322300 eA ( -0.003620000000 7 -  3.690863234 105 e ( 0  0 0 3 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  7>
+ 36.72451791 V 1.01002500108 + 4.35130 105 er _0-0!058000000 7) e(0.003620000000 7)
- 799.1368228 e< ~0 006960000000 7) ) + 0.4356000000
I
(1.01002500 108 +  4.35130 105 e (~00105800000° y)) 2 eA ( -0.003620000000 7
-  3.690863234 1 oM 0003620000000 7)
+ 36.72451791 V 1.0100250010s + 4.35130 10s e( 01058000000 7) e(0.003620000000 7)
- 799.1368228 e(-00069600000007)) +6.683839069 106erf( -428.4745682 
 ̂(o. oo 181 ooooooo 7) +  0.04285495644 e (°-001810000000 7)
1
(1.01002500 10s +  4.35130 105 e ^ 0 01058000000 7) ) 2 ) e (~03)01810000000 7) +
14397.36093 erf( -428.4745682 e (0-001810000000 7) +  0.04285495644 
e(OJO1810000O007)̂ 1_oloO25()O 108+ 4.35130 1()5 e (—0.01058000000 7) )
e( -0.01239000000 7) + 9 Q08070030 erf( -428.4745682 e(°001810000000 7> + 
0.04285495644 e (0 001810000000y)
(1.01002500 10s +  4.35130 105e<-0-01058000000 7>)2 ) e (- 000543000000°7) _
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665.0586138 \ j  1.01002500 10® +4.35130 l05e<-o'o">58ooo0o(” ' , 
erf( -428.4745682 e (O.ooig.ooooooor)
+ 0.04285495644 e (0001810000000>')
I
(1.01002500 108 +  4.35130 i 05 e ( - ool05^oooor))2 j e (-o.ooi 81 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 )
+  4355.237700 eA ( -0.003620000000 7 -  3.729069845 105 e(0 00362000°000 y)
+  37.10468320\ /  1.01002500108 +  4.35130 I05e( -0.01058000000 7) e(0.003620000000 7)
-  799.1368228 e(-0.006960000000 7 ) )  _  0.4356000000
1
(1.01002500 108 +  4.35130 105e(^001058000000n )2 eA( -0.0036200000007
-  3.729069845 105 e 003620000000 7 )
+ 37.1046832oV 1.01002500 I08 + 4 .3 5 1 3 0  105 e( -0.01058000000 7) e (0.003620000000 7)
-  799.1368228 e (—0.0069600000007)) — 6.683839069 106erf( -432.9100562 
e (o.ooi 81 ooooooo 7 ) +  0.04285495644 e (0 .0 0 1  si ooooooo r )
1
(1.01002500 108 +  4.35130 io5e (- 00,05800000oy>)2 ) e (-o.ooi8iooooooo7)
-  14397.36093 erf( -432.9100562 e (°'00i81°oooooo7)
+  0.04285495644 gt0-0018*000000̂ )
1
(1.01002500 108 +  4.35130 105 1058000000r >)2 ) ooooooo 7)
-  9.008070030 erf( -432.9100562 e (0-001810000000y)
+  0.04285495644 e (0M1S10000000 y)
I
(1.01002500 108 + 4.35130 105e (^001058000000r)) 2 ) e (-°-005430000000 7) 
+  665.0586138 V 1 01002500 108 +  4.35130 105 e (~001058000000 y)
e rf(-432.9100562 e (a00181()00m0r)
+  0.04285495644 e (0 00181000000°y)
I
(1.01002500 108 +  4.35130 105 e (”°'°1058000000r ) ) 2 ) e (-o.ooi8iooooooo7)
\
0 0 .3 0 0
>  Minimize (TC(Y\  Y= 100 ..3 0 0 );
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Minimize





0.04285495644 V 1.01002500 108 +  4.35130 105e (~°01058000000 7>
e ( - 0  003620000000 7) 
e ( -0.0018100000007) +  0.8271873306
erf
e ( -0.003620000000 7)
(o. 01071373911
39993 e (°0018100000007) y  e (_0 003620000000 7)




2 +  58.03 + 0.7575757575
TC
^ / e ( -0.00362 7)
4400.322300 eA ( -0.003620000000 7  -  3.690863234 105 e(0 003620000000 7 1 
4- 36.72451791 V  1.01002500108 +  4.35130 105 e( -0.01058000000 7) e (0.003620000000 7)
-  799.1368228 e( -0.006960000000 7) ) +  0.43 5 6 0 0 0 0 00
1
(1.01002500 108 +  4.35130 105 e (_001058000000 7)) 2 eA ( -0.003620000000 7
-  3.690863234 105 e (00°3620000000 7)
+  36.72451791 \ /  1.01002500108 +  4.35130 105 e( -0.01058000000 7) e(0.003620000000 7)
-799.1368228e l - 00069000000007) )  +6.683839069 106erf( -428.4745682
e (0.00i8i00000007) +  0  042354956 4 4  y 0-00^  0000000 n
1
(1.01002500 108 +  4.35130 105e ^ 001058000000 7>)2 ) e l - 0-00̂ 00000007) +
14397.36093 erf( -428.4745682 e (0 00181000000° r) +  0.04285495644 
^(o.ooisiooooooo7) ^  1.01002500 108 +  4.35130 10s e ( - 001058000000 7>) 
e (-0-0i239000000 7) + 9  0 0 8 0 7 0 0 3 0  e r f ( _ 4 28.4745682 e (0 0018100000007) +  
0.04285495644 e (0 001810000000 7)
(1.01002500 10S+  4.35130 105e<-0-01058000000r) ) 2 ) e  < —0 005430000000 K) _
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665.0586138 V  1.01002500 108 +  4.35130 105 e (_00I058000000y)
e rf(-428.4745682 e (0001810000000y)
+ 0.04285495644 e (0-001810000000 7)
1
(1.01002500 108 4-4.35130 105 e ^ 00I058000000y) ) 2 ) e (-o.ooi8ioooooooF)
4- 4355.237700 eA ( -0.003620000000 F -  3.729069845 105 e(0.003620000000 F)
+  37.10468320"n/ 1.01002500108 +  4.35130 105 e( “ 0.01058000000 Y) e (0.003620000000 F)
-  799.1368228 e< “ 0.006960000000 Y )) _  0.4356000000
1
(1.01002500 1084-4.35130 105e(“001058000000y)) 2 eA ( - 0 .0 0 3 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0F
-  3.729069845 105 e (0.003620000000 F)
+  37.10468320V  1.01002500108 +  4.35130105 e( “ 001058000000 F) e( 0.003620000000 Y)
-  799.1368228 e( “ 0-006960000000 F ))  -6.683839069 106erf( -432.9100562 
g (o.ooi 81 ooooooo f> +  Q Q4285495644 e <0001810000000
(1.01002500 108 4-4.35130 105e(- aol05800000oy)) 2 ) e (- ° 00181(,000()00y)
-  14397.36093 erf( -432.9100562 e (0 001 ooooooo F )
4- 0.04285495644 e ( 0-0018, oooo o o o F )
1
(1.01002500 108 + 4,35130 1oV-o.oiossooooooF))2 ) e ( - 0 .0 1 2 3 9 0 0 0 0 0 0r)
-  9.008070030 erf( -432.9100562 e (0 00181000000oy)
+  0.04285495644 gl0001810000000 *4
1
(l.01002500 10s 4-4.35130 105 e(~001058000000y)) 2 ) e ( “ °-005430000000F) 
4- 665.0586138 V  1.01002500 108 4-4.35130 105e ( - 001058000000
e rf(-432.9100562 e (0001810000000y)
4- 0.04285495644 e*0'0018100000007)
1
( l .0 1 0 0 2 5 0 0  108 4 -4 .3 5 1 3 0  1o 5 e ( - 0010S800000° y > )2 ) e <-o.ooi81oooooooF) 
\
^ r , Y = m . . m
>  TC( 2 0 0 ) ;
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6 -.9 5 6 8 ( ) 5 1 8 i v 2  +  5 8  7 4 4 2 8 5 7 1  ( 1 8 )
>  w i t h ( O p t i m i z a t i o n ) ;
[ImportMPS, Interactive, LPSolve, LSSolve, Maximize, Minimize, NLPSolve, QPSolve] (19)
>  M i n i m i z e (TC(Y ) , Y = 5 0 0 . . 1 00 0 ) ;
[61.3861053451855412, [7=663.381600011392038]] (20)
>  M i n i m i z e (TC(Y) ,Y=0. .1000) ;
[61.3861053443980964, [7=663.383990014350161]] (21)
>  mu ( 6 6 3 . 3 8 )  ;
402.0007751 (22)
>  s i g m a ( 6 6 3 . 3 8 ) ;
0.1986455409 (23)
>
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^ * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ p p g n £ j j ^ , _ g  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
# Program f o r  D a t a  r e a d  and c o s t ( A f t e r  im p rovem ent)  
r e s t a r t ;





>  mu := Y - >  ( 1 6 1 6 0 4 + 6 9 6 . 2 0 8 * e x p ( - . 0 1 0 5 8 * Y ) ) A ( 1 / 2 ) ;
(i := 7 -> V  161604 +  696.208 e ( - ° 01058r> (2)
>  s ig m a  := Y - >  ( 0 + . 4 3 5 6 * e x p ( - . 0 0 3 6 2 * Y ) ) A ( 1 / 2 ) ;
a  ;= 0.4356 e ( 0-00362 y’)
>  mu (0) ;
(3)
402.8649997 (4)





>  M : ( d i f f ( X _ , Y  ) , 1 / 2 / s i g m a ( Y ) * 2 A ( 1 / 2 ) / P i A( 1 / 2 ) * e x p ( - 1 / 2 * (X-mu
(Y )) A2 / s i g m a ( Y ) A2 ) ) ;
1.147842057 [ x - s j  161604 +696.208e ( - 0 0 1 0 5 8 y ) )
( ,   ----
IZ A  -0.00362 Y)n 0.7575757575 V 2 ev_______________ V_______ ________________
>





>  # n : =  4 ;
# I m p o r t D a t a ( ) ;
P C -  45.0 
IC  := 2
SC := 12.0 (7)
87
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b := I m p o r t D a t a ( "Mydata . c s v " ) ;
# F i l e T o o l s [ T e x t ] [ O p e n ] ( "data4.mw" ) ;
# f o r  i  from  1 t o  n do
# b [ i ] : =  F i l e T o o l s [ T e x t ] [ R e a d F l o a t ] ( "Mydata.CSV" ) ;
# t y p e ( b [ i ]  , f l o a t )  ;
# b [ i ]  := r e a d l i n e ( " d a t a 2 . m w " ) :
t p r i n t f ( " % 3 . 2 f  \ n " , b [ i ] ) ;
# c [ i ] : = s s c a n f ( b [ i ] , "% f"): t y p e ( c [ i ] , f l o a t ) ; 
t e n d  d o ; # w h i l e  b [ i ]  <> 0 do  
t F i l e T o o l s [ T e x t ] [ C l o s e ] ( "Mydata.CSV" ) ;  
t l a s t  := b ;
# b [ i ] := r e a d l i n e ( " d a t a 2 . mw") ;
t e n d  do ;
b ImportMatrixly (8)
"Mydata,csv", source=csvMicwS0j-f format -  rectangular, datatype -  anything 
, transpose = false, skiplines = 0 j
>  w i t h ( S t a t i s t i c s ) :
a := c o n v e r t ( b , v e c t o r ) ; 
n : =  C o u n t ( b ) ;
a := [[400.90, 399.48,403.91, 401.94,402.82,401.47, 399.35, 403.55, 400.61, 401.24,
402.48,399.72,402.74,400.65, 399.84,400.83,403.76,402.71,401.18,402.69,402.74,
399.76, 399.23,401.55,401.51,401.98,399.09,400.00,403.26,402.83,401.66,400.06,
401.68, 399.90,401.80,402.81,400.22,401.67,402.77,401.79, 399.18,403.48,403.06, 
402.63,403.16,401.06,401.46, 401.35,400.47,403.48,399.88,401.66,401.20,400.48,
401.21,401.44,402.76,401.22,401.03,401.18,402.12,403.25,403.89,399.15,400.97, 
402.73,401.97,401.09, 399.89,400.89,402.29, 399.61,401.12,402.06, 399.95,401.70,
401.86,401.87,403.71,400.08,401.90,400.27,402.39,399.23,400.40,403.46,400.59,
403.73,399.53,403.99]]
n := 90 (9)
>
Y:= 6 3 8 . 8 8 ;
L := X - >  p i e c e w i s e ( X > = 3 9 9 .9 3  and X <= 404 . 0 7 , 2 5 * ( X - 4 0 2 ) A2 , 1 2 ) ;  
m u(Y);  s i g m a ( Y ) ;
Z := l / 2 * i n t ( L ( X ) * e x p ( - 1 / 2 * (X-mu(Y)) A2 / s i g m a ( Y ) A2 ) , X ) / s i g m a  
(Y ) * 2 A( 1 / 2 ) / P i A ( 1 / 2 ) ;
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A := a b s  ( l / 2 * i n t ( e x p ( - 1 / 2 *  (X-mu(Y)) A2 / s i g m a ( Y )  A2) ,X) / s i g m a  
(Y ) * 2 A( 1 / 2 ) / P i A( 1 / 2 ) ) ;
M C : = H . 0 3 ;  P C : = 4 5 . 0 ;  I C : = 2 ; SC: = 1 2 . 0 ;
Y := 638.88





2.407866446 [3.123048970 erf (3.405237384 X -  1368.908849),
X<399.9300000], [
— 1 077991231 X e ^ - 1 '8 7 3 9 1 1 4 3 6 106 ~ 11,59564164x2 + 9322'919174̂
+  433 3513918 e ( _L8739114361°6_  1L59564164z2 + 9322-919174X)
+  0.2805581819 erf(3.405237384X- 1368.908849) -  2.842490788, , 
X<404.0700000], [3.123048970 erf(3.405237384X -  1368.908849) -  5.684981577,
,404.0700000 < X \ ■Ti
y
. 0-6266570690 \ f l  ]erf(3.405237384X -  1368.908849)1
Vtc 
MC:=  11.03 
PC  “ 45.0 
IC  := 2 
SC:= 12.0
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
p r i n t f ( "  I t e r a t i o n  X [ i ]  TC C uSum \n") ,
p r i n t f (" * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
k : = 0 :
f o r  i  f rom  1 t o  n do
i f  ( a [ i ] >=400)  and  ( a [ i ] < = 4 0 4 )  t h e n
X := a [ i ] : TCT:= PC+MC+IC+Z+(Y/280):
d [ i ] := s i m p l i f y ( T C T ) /
k : = k + d [ i ] :
(
>  p r i n t f (" \n " )  ; 
\ n " )  ;
e l i f  ( a [ i ] > = 0 ) a n d ( a [ i ]  <= 400 )  t h e n
X:= a [ i ] : TCT:= (2*PC+2*MC+SC+IC)*A+(Y/280);
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d [ i ] := s i m p l i f y ( T C T ) ; 
k : = k + d [ i ] :
e l i f  ( a [ i ] > = 4 0 0 )  and  ( a [ i ]  <= i n f i n i t y )  t h e n  
X:= a [ i ] : TCT: = (PC+2*MC+IC)*A+(Y/280); 
d [ i ] := s i m p l i f y ( T C T ) ; 
k : = k + d [ i ] : f i ;
p r i n t f (" %3. Of % 4.2f  %7. 3 f  %7. 3 f \ n " , i , X , d [ i ] ,
k) ;
od;
p r i n t f (" * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  \ n " ) ;
A v g := k / n ;
p r i n t f (" The P r o d u c t i o n  C o s t / U n i t  from  % 3.0f  d a t a  i s = $ % 7 . 3 f  
\ n " , n , A v g ) ;
******************************************
I t e r a t i o n  X [i ] TC CuSum
************************************************
1 4 0 0 . 9 0 5 4 . 3 1 2 5 4 . 3 1 2
2 3 9 9 . 4 8 6 5 . 3 1 2 1 1 9 . 6 2 3
3 4 0 3 . 9 1 5 5 . 3 9 0 1 7 5 . 0 1 3
4 4 0 1 . 9 4 5 4 . 8 4 3 2 2 9 . 8 5 6
5 4 0 2 . 8 2 5 5 . 3 8 9 2 8 5 . 2 4 5
6 4 0 1 . 4 7 5 4 . 3 5 9 3 3 9 . 6 0 4
7 3 9 9 . 3 5 6 5 . 3 1 2 4 0 4 . 9 1 6
8 4 0 3 . 5 5 5 5 . 3 9 0 4 6 0 . 3 0 6
9 4 0 0 . 6 1 5 4 . 3 1 2 5 1 4 . 6 1 8
1 0 4 0 1 . 2 4 5 4 . 3 1 4 5 6 8 . 9 3 1
1 1 4 0 2 . 4 8 5 5 . 3 0 9 6 2 4 . 2 4 0
1 2 3 9 9 . 7 2 6 5 . 3 1 2 6 8 9 . 5 5 2
1 3 4 0 2 . 7 4 5 5 . 3 8 7 7 4 4 . 9 3 9
1 4 4 0 0 . 6 5 5 4 . 3 1 2 7 9 9 . 2 5 0
1 5 3 9 9 . 8 4 6 5 . 3 1 2 8 6 4 . 5 6 2
1 6 4 0 0 . 8 3 5 4 . 3 1 2 9 1 8 . 8 7 4
1 7 4 0 3 . 7 6 5 5 . 3 9 0 9 7 4 . 2 6 3
1 8 4 0 2 . 7 1 5 5 . 3 8 5 1 0 2 9 . 6 4 8
1 9 4 0 1 . 1 8 5 4 . 3 1 2 1 0 8 3 . 9 6 1
2 0 4 0 2 . 6 9 5 5 . 3 8 3 1 1 3 9 . 3 4 4
2 1 4 0 2 . 7 4 5 5 . 3 8 7 1 1 9 4 . 7 3 1
90
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2 2 3 9 9 . 7 6 6 5 . 3 1 2 1 2 6 0 . 0 4 3
2 3 3 9 9 . 2 3 6 5 . 3 1 2 1 3 2 5 . 3 5 5
2 4 4 0 1 . 5 5 5 4 . 4 1 6 1 3 7 9 . 7 7 0
2 5 4 0 1 . 5 1 5 4 . 3 8 3 1 4 3 4 . 1 5 4
2 6 4 0 1 . 9 8 5 4 . 8 4 6 1 4 8 9 . 0 0 0
2 7 3 9 9 . 0 9 6 5 . 3 1 2 1 5 5 4 . 3 1 2
2 8 4 0 0 . 0 0 5 4 . 3 1 2 1 6 0 8 . 6 2 4
2 9 4 0 3 . 2 6 5 5 . 3 9 0 1 6 6 4 . 0 1 3
3 0 4 0 2 . 8 3 5 5 . 3 8 9 1 7 1 9 . 4 0 2
3 1 4 0 1 . 6 6 5 4 . 5 4 8 1 7 7 3 . 9 5 1
3 2 4 0 0 . 0 6 5 4 . 3 1 2 1 8 2 8 . 2 6 2
3 3 4 0 1 . 6 8 5 4 . 5 7 8 1 8 8 2 . 8 4 0
3 4 3 9 9 . 9 0 6 5 . 3 1 2 1 9 4 8 . 1 5 2
3 5 4 0 1 . 8 0 5 4 . 7 4 9 2 0 0 2 . 9 0 1
3 6 4 0 2 . 8 1 5 5 . 3 8 9 2 0 5 8 . 2 9 0
3 7 4 0 0 . 2 2 5 4 . 3 1 2 2 1 1 2 . 6 0 2
3 8 4 0 1 . 6 7 5 4 . 5 6 3 2 1 6 7 . 1 6 4
3 9 4 0 2 . 7 7 5 5 . 3 8 8 2 2 2 2 . 5 5 2
4 0 4 0 1 . 7 9 5 4 . 7 3 7 2 2 7 7 . 2 8 9
4 1 3 9 9 . 1 8 6 5 . 3 1 2 2 3 4 2 . 6 0 1
4 2 4 0 3 . 4 8 5 5 . 3 9 0 2 3 9 7 . 9 9 1
4 3 4 0 3 . 0 6 5 5 . 3 9 0 2 4 5 3 . 3 8 1
4 4 4 0 2 . 6 3 5 5 . 3 7 5 2 5 0 8 . 7 5 6
4 5 4 0 3 . 1 6 5 5 . 3 9 0 2 5 6 4 . 1 4 5
4 6 4 0 1 . 0 6 5 4 . 3 1 2 2 6 1 8 . 4 5 7
4 7 4 0 1 . 4 6 5 4 . 3 5 4 2 6 7 2 . 8 1 1
4 8 4 0 1 . 3 5 5 4 . 3 2 3 2 7 2 7 . 1 3 4
4 9 4 0 0 . 4 7 5 4 . 3 1 2 2 7 8 1 . 4 4 6
5 0 4 0 3 . 4 8 5 5 . 3 9 0 2 8 3 6 . 8 3 5
5 1 3 9 9 . 8 8 6 5 . 3 1 2 2 9 0 2 . 1 4 7
5 2 4 0 1 . 6 6 5 4 . 5 4 8 2 9 5 6 . 6 9 5
5 3 4 0 1 . 2 0 5 4 . 3 1 3 3 0 1 1 . 0 0 8
5 4 4 0 0 . 4 8 5 4 . 3 1 2 3 0 6 5 . 3 2 0
5 5 4 0 1 . 2 1 5 4 . 3 1 3 3 1 1 9 . 6 3 3
5 6 4 0 1 . 4 4 5 4 . 3 4 6 3 1 7 3 . 9 7 8
5 7 4 0 2 . 7 6 5 5 . 3 8 8 3 2 2 9 . 3 6 6
5 8 4 0 1 . 2 2 5 4 . 3 1 3 3 2 8 3 . 6 7 9
5 9 4 0 1 . 0 3 5 4 . 3 1 2 3 3 3 7 . 9 9 1
6 0 4 0 1 . 1 8 5 4 . 3 1 2 3 3 9 2 . 3 0 3
6 1 4 0 2 . 1 2 5 4 . 8 7 2 3 4 4 7 . 1 7 5
6 2 4 0 3 . 2 5 5 5 . 3 9 0 3 5 0 2 . 5 6 5
6 3 4 0 3 . 8 9 5 5 . 3 9 0 3 5 5 7 . 9 5 4
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A 
A
64 3 9 9 . 1 5 6 5 . 3 12 3 6 2 3 . 2 6 6
65 4 0 0 . 9 7 5 4 . 3 1 2 3 6 7 7 . 5 78
66 4 0 2 . 7 3 5 5 . 3 8 6 3 7 3 2 . 96 4
67 4 0 1 . 9 7 5 4 . 8 4 6 37 8 7 . 8 10
68 4 0 1 . 0 9 5 4 . 3 1 2 38 4 2 . 1 22
69 3 9 9 . 8 9 6 5 . 3 1 2 3 90 7 .4 3 4
70 4 0 0 . 8 9 5 4 . 3 1 2 3 9 6 1 . 7 4 5
71 4 0 2 . 2 9 5 5 . 0 7 2 4 0 1 6 . 8 18
72 3 9 9 . 6 1 6 5 . 3 12 4 0 8 2 . 1 3 0
73 4 0 1 . 1 2 5 4 . 3 1 2 4 13 6 .4 4 2
74 4 0 2 . 0 6 5 4 . 8 5 0 4 19 1 .2 9 1
75 3 9 9 . 9 5 65 . 31 2 4 2 5 6 . 60 3
76 4 0 1 . 7 0 5 4 . 6 0 8 43 11 . 21 1
77 4 0 1 . 8 6 5 4 . 8 0 8 4 3 6 6 . 0 1 9
78 4 0 1 . 8 7 5 4 . 8 1 5 4 4 2 0 . 8 35
79 4 0 3 . 7 1 5 5 . 3 9 0 4 47 6 .2 2 4
80 4 0 0 . 0 8 5 4 . 3 1 2 4 5 3 0 . 5 3 6
81 4 0 1 . 9 0 5 4 . 8 3 2 4 5 8 5 . 36 8
82 4 0 0 . 2 7 5 4 . 3 1 2 4 6 3 9 . 6 79
83 4 0 2 . 3 9 5 5 . 2 1 7 4 6 9 4 . 8 96
84 3 9 9 . 2 3 65 . 31 2 4 7 6 0 . 2 08
85 4 0 0 . 4 0 5 4 . 3 1 2 4 8 1 4 . 5 20
86 4 0 3 . 4 6 5 5 . 3 9 0 4 8 6 9 . 9 0 9
87 4 0 0 . 5 9 5 4 . 3 1 2 49 2 4 . 2 21
88 4 0 3 . 7 3 5 5 . 3 9 0 49 7 9 . 6 11
89 3 9 9 . 5 3 65 . 31 2 5 0 4 4 . 9 23
90 4 0 3 . 9 9 5 5 . 3 9 0 5 1 0 0 . 3 1 2
' k 'k ic 'k 'k 'k i f ' k 'k 'k 'k 'k 'k 'k 'k 'k 'kic 'k 'kic'k 'k 'k 'k 'k 'k 'kic 'k 'k 'k 'k 'k 'k 'kic 'k 'k 'k-k'k
Avg:= 56.67013661
The P r o d u c t i o n  C o s t / U n i t  f rom 90 d a t a  i s = $  5 6 . 6 7 0
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^  **#*#♦#*#*♦♦ ♦ ♦ # * # # # contd. .******************
**
# D a ta  r e a d  ( B e f o r e  I n v e s t m e n t )
#Program f o r  D a ta  r e a d  and c o s t  c a l c u l a t i o n  
restart;
A : : n u m e r i c ; Z : :n u m e r i c ; TCT: : n u m e r i c ;




>  mu := Y ->  (161604+696 .2 0 8* ex p ( - . 01058*Y)) A( 1 / 2 ) ;
^ ;= 161604 +  696.208 e ( 001058 Y) (2)
>  s ig m a  := Y - >  ( 0 + . 4 3 5 6 * e x p ( - . QQ362*Y)) A ( 1 / 2 ) ;
a  : - W  0.4356 e< -«w3621'> (3)
>  mu (0) ;






>  M : ( d i f f ( X  , Y _ ) , 1 / 2 / s i g m a ( Y ) * 2 A ( 1 / 2 ) / P i A( 1 / 2 ) * e x p ( - 1 / 2 * (X-mu
(Y )) A2 / s i g m a ( Y ) A2 ) ) ;
1.147842057 {x -y j  161604 +696.208e( ~ 0-01058 Y) )
f  ,  2  ^
0.7575757575 \ f l  e e( -0.00362 Y)0, —  1= = ^ = : - —  (6)
>
( —0.00362 7) .
e  v  TC
>
>  MC:=11. 0 3 ;  P C : = 4 5 . 0 ;  I C : = 2 ; S C : = 1 2 . 0 ;
M C \-  11.03 
PC := 45.0 
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>  # n : =  4 ;
# I m p o r t D a t a ( ) ;
b : = I m p o r t D a t a ( "Mydata . c s v " ) ;
# F i l e T o o l s [ T e x t ] [ O p e n ] { "data4.mw" ) ;
# f o r  x from  1 t o  n do
# b [ i ] := F i l e T o o l s [ T e x t ] [ R e a d F l o a t ] ( "M ydata .CSV" ) ;
# t y p e ( b [ i ]  , f l o a t )  ;
# b [ i ]  := r e a d l i n e ( " data2 .m w ") :
i p r i n t f ( " % 3 . 2 f  \ n " , b [ i ] ) ;
# c [ i ] : = s s c a n f ( b [ i ] , "%f" ) : t y p e ( c [ i ] , f l o a t ) ; 
# e n d  d o ; # w h i l e  b [ i ]  <> 0 do  
# F i l e T o o l s [ T e x t ] [ C l o s e ] ( "Mydata.CSV" ) ;  
# l a s t  := b ;
# b [ i ]  := r e a d l i n e { "data2 .m w ") ;
# e n d  do ;
b := JmportMatrix^ (8)
"Mydata.csv", source—csvMicrQSOp  format -  rectangular, datatype = anything 
, transpose =false, skiplines — 0 j
>  w i t h ( S t a t i s t i c s ) :
a ; = c o n v e r t ( b , v e c t o r ) ; 
n : =  C o u n t ( b ) ;
a :=  [[400.90,399.48,403.91,401.94,402.82,401.47, 399.35,403.55,400.61,401.24,
402.48, 399.72,402.74,400.65, 399.84,400.83,403.76,402.71,401.18,402.69,402.74,
399.76, 399.23,401.55,401.51,401.98,399.09,400.00,403.26,402.83,401.66,400.06,
401.68, 399.90, 401.80,402.81, 400.22,401.67, 402.77,401.79, 399.18,403.48,403.06, 
402.63,403.16, 401.06,401.46, 401.35, 400.47,403.48, 399.88,401.66,401.20,400.48, 
401.21,401.44,402.76,401.22,401.03,401.18,402.12,403.25,403.89, 399.15,400.97,
402.73,401.97, 401.09, 399.89,400.89,402.29, 399.61,401.12, 402.06, 399.95,401.70,
401.86,401.87,403.71,400.08,401.90,400.27,402.39,399.23,400.40,403.46,400.59,
403.73,399.53,403.99]]
n := 90 (9)
>
Y:= 0;
L := X - >  p i e c e w i s e ( X > = 3 9 9 .9 3  and X < = 404 . 0 7 , 2 5 * ( X - 4 0 2 ) A2 , 1 2 ) ;  
m u (Y ) ; s i g m a ( Y ) ;
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Z := l / 2 * i n t ( L ( X ) * e x p ( - 1 / 2 * (X-mu(Y)) A2 / s i g m a ( Y ) A2 ) , X ) / s i g m a  
( Y ) * 2 A( 1 / 2 ) / P i A ( 1 / 2 ) ;
A := a b s ( l / 2 * i n t ( e x p ( - 1 / 2 * (X-mu(Y)) A2 / s i g m a ( Y ) A2 ) , X ) / s i g m a  
( y ) * 2 A ( i / 2 ) / P i A< l / 2 ) ) ;
MC:=11. 0 3 ;  P C : = 4 5 . 0 ;  I C : = 2 ; S C : = 1 2 . 0 ;
F:= 0





0.7575757575 [9.926247967 erf( 1.071373911 X -  431.6190503 ),
X < 399.9300000J, [
— 10 89000000 Xe^-1 '862950046105 “ u 47842057 *2 + 924-8507799-Y)
+  4368 360153 e ( _L862950046 lo5 “ 1-H7842057Z2 +  924.8507799x)
+  24.48111531 erf( 1.07137391 I X - 431.6190503) +  14.55407406, , 
X<404.07000001 [9.926247967 erf( 1.071373911 X - 431.6190503) +22.08416774,
, 404.0700000 <  XJ ■fi
A 0.6266570685 sfl |erf( 1.071373911X - 431.6190503)1
■fk
M C ~  11.03 
PC := 45.0 
IC :=2
SC := 12.0 (10)
>  p r i n t f (" * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  \ n " ) ;  
p r i n t f (" I t e r a t i o n  X [ i ]  TC C u S um \n ");
p r i n t f (" * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  \ n " ) ; 
k : = 0 :
f o r  i  from  1 t o  n do
i f  ( a [ i ] >=400)  and  ( a [ i ] < = 4 0 4 )  t h e n
X:= a [ i ] : TCT:= PC+MC+IC+Z+(Y/280):
d [ i ] :=  s i m p l i f y ( T C T ) ;
k : = k + d [ i ] :
e l s e
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X: = a [ i ] : TCT: = (3*PC+4*MC+SC+2*IC)*A+PC+MC+IC+(Y/280); 
d [ i ] := s i m p l i f y ( T C T ) ; 
k : = k + d [ i j : f i ;
p r i n t f (" %3. Of % 4.2f  % 7.3f  % 7 . 3 f \ n " , i , X , d [ i ] ,
k) ;
od;
p r i n t f (" * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  \ n ") ;
A v g := k / n ;
p r i n t f (" The P r o d u c t i o n  C o s t / U n i t  from  % 3.0f  d a t a  i s = $ % 7 . 3 f  
\ n " , n , A v g ) ;
******************************************
I t e r a t i o n  X [i ] TC CuSum
******************************************
1 4 0 0 . 9 0 5 2 . 0 9 1 5 2 . 0 9 1
2 3 9 9 . 4 8 1 5 5 . 5 9 0 2 0 7 . 6 8 1
3 4 0 3 . 9 1 7 4 . 7 3 3 2 82 . 4 1 4
4 4 0 1 . 9 4 5 2 . 4 2 8 3 3 4 . 8 4 2
5 4 0 2 . 8 2 5 4 . 9 5 7 3 8 9 . 7 9 9
6 4 0 1 . 4 7 5 2 . 3 0 5 4 42 . 1 0 3
7 3 9 9 . 3 5 1 5 5 . 5 9 0 5 97 . 6 9 3
8 4 0 3 . 5 5 6 7 . 9 1 9 6 65 . 61 2
9 4 0 0 . 6 1 5 2 . 0 4 9 71 7 .6 6 1
10 4 0 1 . 2 4 5 2 . 2 0 1 7 69 . 8 6 2
11 4 0 2 . 4 8 5 2 . 8 4 3 82 2 . 7 04
12 3 9 9 . 7 2 1 5 5 . 5 9 0 9 78 . 294
13 4 0 2 . 7 4 5 4 . 2 2 7 10 3 2 . 5 21
14 4 0 0 . 6 5 5 2 . 0 5 3 1 08 4 .5 7 4
15 3 9 9 . 8 4 1 5 5 . 5 9 0 1 24 0 .1 6 3
16 4 0 0 . 8 3 5 2 . 0 7 7 1 2 9 2 . 2 40
17 4 0 3 . 7 6 7 2 . 1 4 5 1 3 6 4 . 3 85
18 4 0 2 . 7 1 5 3 . 9 9 4 14 1 8 . 3 80
19 4 0 1 . 1 8 5 2 . 1 7 6 1 47 0 . 5 5 6
20 4 0 2 . 6 9 5 3 . 8 5 0 1 52 4 . 4 0 6
21 4 0 2 . 7 4 5 4 . 2 2 7 1 5 7 8 . 6 33
22 3 9 9 . 7 6 1 5 5 . 5 9 0 1 73 4 . 2 23
23 3 9 9 . 2 3 1 5 5 . 5 9 0 1 8 8 9 . 8 13
24 4 0 1 . 5 5 5 2 . 3 4 0 1 94 2 . 15 2
25 4 0 1 . 5 1 5 2 . 3 2 2 1 9 94 . 47 5
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26 4 0 1 . 9 8
27 3 9 9 . 0 9
28 4 0 0 . 0 0
29 4 0 3 . 2 6
30 4 0 2 . 8 3
31 4 0 1 . 6 6
32 4 0 0 . 0 6
33 4 0 1 . 6 8
34 3 9 9 . 9 0
35 4 0 1 . 8 0
36 4 0 2 . 8 1
37 4 0 0 . 2 2
38 4 0 1 . 6 7
39 4 0 2 . 7 7
40 4 0 1 . 7 9
41 3 9 9 . 1 8
42 4 0 3 . 4 8
43 4 0 3 . 0 6
44 4 0 2 . 6 3
45 4 0 3 . 1 6
46 4 0 1 . 0 6
47 4 0 1 . 4 6
48 4 0 1 . 3 5
49 4 0 0 . 4 7
50 4 0 3 . 4 8
51 3 9 9 . 8 8
52 4 0 1 . 6 6
53 4 0 1 . 2 0
54 4 0 0 . 4 8
55 4 0 1 . 2 1
56 4 0 1 . 4 4
57 4 0 2 . 7 6
58 4 0 1 . 2 2
59 4 0 1 . 0 3
60 4 0 1 . 1 8
61 4 0 2 . 1 2
62 4 0 3 . 2 5
63 4 0 3 . 8 9
64 3 9 9 . 1 5
65 4 0 0 . 9 7
66 4 0 2 . 7 3
67 4 0 1 . 9 7
.429 2 0 46 . 9 0 4
.590 2 2 02 . 4 9 4
.030 2 2 5 4 . 5 24
. 799 2 3 1 6 . 3 2 3
.060 2 3 7 1 . 3 8 3
.381 24 2 3 . 7 64
.031 2 4 7 5 . 7 9 5
.388 2 5 2 8 . 1 8 3
.589 2 6 8 3 . 7 72
.416 2 7 3 6 . 1 8 8
. 856 2 7 9 1 . 0 4 5
.032 2 8 4 3 . 0 77
.385 2 8 9 5 . 4 6 2
. 483 2 9 4 9 . 9 44
.415 3 0 0 2 . 3 5 9
.590 3 1 5 7 . 9 49
.425 3 2 2 4 . 3 73
.136 3 2 8 2 . 5 0 9
.474 33 35 . 98 4
.872 3 3 9 5 . 8 55
.134 3 4 4 7 . 9 89
.300 3 5 0 0 . 2 8 9
.249 3 5 5 2 . 5 38
.040 3 6 0 4 . 57 8
.425 36 71 . 00 2
.589 3 82 6 . 592
.381 3 87 8 . 9 73
.184 3 93 1 .1 57
.040 3 9 8 3 . 19 7
. 188 4 0 3 5 . 3 86
.291 4 0 8 7 . 6 76
.395 41 4 2 . 0 72
.192 41 94 . 26 4
.124 4 2 4 6 . 38 8
. 176 42 9 8 . 5 64
.433 43 5 0 . 9 97
.599 4 4 1 2 . 5 96
. 414 4 4 8 7 . 0 1 0
.590 4 6 4 2 . 6 00
.108 4 6 9 4 . 7 08
.147 4 7 4 8 . 8 55
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A 
A
68 4 0 1 . 0 9 5 2 . 1 4 3 4 8 53 . 42 7
69 3 9 9 . 8 9 1 5 5 . 5 8 9 5 00 9 . 0 1 6
70 4 0 0 . 8 9 5 2 . 0 8 9 5 0 6 1 . 1 05
71 4 0 2 . 2 9 5 2 . 5 0 5 5 1 1 3 . 6 10
72 3 9 9 . 6 1 1 55 . 5 9 0 5 2 6 9 . 2 0 0
73 4 0 1 . 1 2 5 2 . 1 5 4 5 3 21 . 35 4
74 4 0 2 . 0 6 5 2 . 4 2 9 5 3 7 3 . 78 3
75 3 9 9 . 9 5 1 5 5 . 5 8 9 5 5 2 9 . 3 72
76 4 0 1 . 7 0 5 2 . 3 9 4 5 5 8 1 . 7 6 6
77 4 0 1 . 8 6 5 2 . 4 2 4 5 6 3 4 . 19 0
78 4 0 1 . 8 7 5 2 . 4 2 5 5 6 8 6 . 6 15
79 4 0 3 . 7 1 7 1 . 1 9 1 5 7 5 7 . 8 06
80 4 0 0 . 0 8 5 2 . 0 3 1 58 0 9 . 8 37
81 4 0 1 . 9 0 5 2 . 4 2 7 5 86 2 . 2 64
82 4 0 0 . 2 7 5 2 . 0 3 3 5 91 4 . 2 97
83 4 0 2 . 3 9 5 2 . 6 3 4 5 9 6 6 . 93 1
84 3 9 9 . 2 3 1 5 5 . 5 9 0 6 122 .5 21
85 4 0 0 . 4 0 5 2 . 0 3 7 6 17 4 . 55 7
86 4 0 3 . 4 6 6 5 . 9 9 5 6 24 0 . 553
87 4 0 0 . 5 9 5 2 . 0 4 7 6 292 . 60 0
88 4 0 3 . 7 3 7 1 . 5 7 7 6364 . 177
89 3 9 9 . 5 3 1 5 5 . 5 9 0 6 519 .7 67
90 4 0 3 . 9 9 7 5 . 9 2 2 65 95 . 68 9
'k'k'k'k-k'k'k'k'k'k'kic'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'kic'k'k-k'k'k'k'k-k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k
A vg ~  73.28543360
The P r o d u c t i o n  C o s t / U n i t  f rom 90 d a t a  i s = $  7 3 . 2 8 5
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*a|t3jc*a|c3|e*s|e#a|e3|e*5iE*s(K>|e*>(!S|e*
# Program f o r  d i f f e r e n t  K - v a l u e s  
# A s s i g n i n g  v a r i a b l e s
>  mu := Y - >  (1616044-696 . 2 0 8 * e x p ( - . 0 1 0 5 8 * Y )  ) A ( l / 2 )  ;
\i := F->V 161604 +696.208 e ( - ° 01058y>
>  s ig m a  := Y - >  (04-. 4 3 5 6 * e x p  ( -  . 0 0 3 6 2 * Y ) ) A ( 1 / 2 )  ;
a ~ F - ,V o .4 3 5 6 e (- 0003627)
>  mu (0) ;









>  L := X - >  p i e c e w i s e ( X > = 3 9 9 .9 3  and X <= 404 . 0 7 , 2 5 * ( X - 4 0 2 ) A2 ,1 2 )  ;
L := X-*piecewise( 399.93 < Z  and X<404.07,25 (X  -  402 )2, 12) (5)
>  L (401)  ;





>  M : ( d i f f ( X _ , Y _ ) , 1 / 2 / s i g m a ( Y ) * 2 A ( 1 / 2 ) / P i A( 1 / 2 ) * e x p ( - 1 / 2 * (X-mu 
(Y )) A2 / s i g m a ( Y ) A2 ) ) ;  . 2 N
1.147842057 [ X - ' J  161604 +  6 9 6 .2 0 8 - ° - 01°58 y ) ) 
e( -0.00362 Y)
0,
0.7575757575 y f l  e
e ( -0.00362 7)
(8)
>  Z : = (X,Y) ~> l / 2 * i n t ( L ( X ) * e x p ( - 1 / 2 * (X-mu(Y)) A2 / s i g m a ( Y ) A2 ) , 
X = 3 9 9 . 9 3 . . 4 0 4 . 0 7 ) / s i g m a ( Y ) * 2 A( 1 / 2 ) / P i A( 1 / 2 ) ;
/404.07
L (X ) q
1 (X-n(7))2
2 c j ( 7)2 6 X ^1
z  (X ,Y y
1  3 3 9 9 . 9 3
G (T )^fn
>  A := (X,Y) - >  l / 2 * i n t ( e x p ( - 1 / 2 * (X -m u (Y ))A2 / s i g m a ( Y ) A2 ) , X = 0 .  
. 3 9 9 . 9 3 ) / s i g m a ( Y ) * 2 A( 1 / 2 ) / P i A( 1 / 2 ) ;
(9)
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/>399.93
A := (X, F )- 1
1 (X-ji(Y))2 )
2 'V*  >4Xy[i
a (F )V tc
( 10)
>  MC:=11. 0 3 ;  P C : = 4 5 . 0 ;  I C : = 2 ; S C : = 1 2 . 0 ;
MC:= 11.03 
PC := 45.0 
IC := 2 
SC := 12.0
>  TC:=Y-> ( 3 * PC+4*MC+SC+2* IC ) *A(X, Y)+PC+MC+IC+Z(X, Y) + ( Y / 2 8 0 ) ;
P C := F ^ (3 P C  +  4MC +  SC +  2 /C ) + (X, F) +  PC + MC + IC  + Z(X, F) +  ^ - F  (12)
280
( i i )
>  TC(50)  ;
18.75775644 4 l +  58.20857143 (13)
IT
>  # G d a t a : = p l o t ( T C ( Y ) , Y = 4 5 0 . . 6 5 0 ) , l a b e l s = [ " I n v e s t m e n t  I " ,  " T o t a l  
C o s t s " ] :
# p l o t s [ d i s p l a y ] (G d a t a , t i t l e f o n t = [ T I M E S , BOLD, 1 2 ] ,  t i t l e =  
" B e h a v io u r  o f  T o t a l  C o s t s  c h a n g e  \ n  w i t h  Q u a l i t y  I n v e s t m e n t " )
>  f m i n i m i z e ( T C ( Y ) , Y =0 . . 6 0 ) ;
>
_>
>  F i g 2 : = p l o t ( T C ( Y ) , Y = 4 5 0 . . 6 5 0 ) , l a b e l s - [ " I n v e s t m e n t ,  I " ,  " T o t a l  
C o s t s ” ] :
p l o t s [ d i s p l a y ] ( F i g 2 ,  t i t l e f o n t = [ T I M E S , B O L D , 1 2 ] ,  t i t l e =  
" B e h a v io u r  o f  T o t a l  C o s t s  c h a n g e  \ n  w i t h  Q u a l i t y  I n v e s t m e n t " )
100
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TC ( 1 8 0 ) ;











F i g u r e  5 . a :  T e s t  p l o t  f o r  TC v s  I n v e s t m e n t
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6-956805181 y / l  +  58 74428571 ( 16)
>  w i t h ( O p t i m i z a t i o n ) ;
[ImportMPS, Interactive, LPSolve, LSSoIve, Maximize, Minimize, NLPSolve, QPSolve] (17)
>  M i n i m i z e ( T C ( Y ) , Y = 0 . . 7 0 0 ) ;
[61.3861053446978744, [7=663.386176706898027]] (18)
>
>  L  := X - >  p i e c e w i s e ( X > = 3 9 9 . 9 3  and X < = 4 0 4 . 0 7 , K * ( X - 4 0 2 ) A2 , S ) ;
L :=X-»/?/ecewzse( 399.93 <X and X<404.07,X (X -4 0 2 )2, s )  (19)
>  K := 25;  S : = 1 2 ; L ( X ) ;
F i g 3 : =  p l o t ( T C ( Y ) , Y = 5 0 0 . . 9 5 0 ,  c o l o r = [ b l u e ] ) ;
p l o t s [ d i s p l a y ] ( F i g 3 ,  t i t l e f o n t = [ T I M E S , B O L D , 1 2 ] ,  t i t l e =
" B e h a v io u r  o f  T o t a l  C o s t s  c h a n g e  \ n  w i t h  Q u a l i t y  I n v e s t m e n t " )
K:= 25 
S:= 12
25 (X  -  402 )2 399.93 <X and X<404.07
12 otherwise
Fig3 := INTERFACE_PLOT{...)
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500 600 700 800 900
Y
>  # F i g u r e  5 . b : T o t a l  c o s t  p l o t  when K=25
K:= 3 0 ;  S : = 1 2 ; L { X ) ;
F i g 4 : =  p l o t ( T C ( Y ) , Y = 5 0 0 . . 9 5 0 , c o l o r = [ r e d ] ) ;
p l o t s [ d i s p l a y ] ( F i g 4 , t i t l e f o n t = [ T I M E S , BOLD,1 2 ] ,  t i t l e =
" B e h a v io u r  o f  T o t a l  C o s t s  c h a n g e  \ n  w i t h  Q u a l i t y  I n v e s t m e n t " )
t
K  := 30 
S := 12
30 (X — 402 f  399.93 <X  and X<404.07<
12 otherwise
Fig4 := INTERFA CE_PLOT{...)
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Y
>  # F i g u r e  5 . c :  T o t a l  c o s t  p l o t  when K=30
K:= 3 5 ;  S : = 1 2 ; L ( X ) ;
F i g 5 := p l o t ( T C (Y ) , Y = 5 0 0 . . 9 5 0 , c o l o r = [ g r e e n ] ) ;
p l o t s [ d i s p l a y ] ( F i g 5 ,  t i t l e f o n t = [ T I M E S , BOLD,1 2 ] ,  t i t l e =
" B e h a v io u r  o f  T o t a l  C o s t s  c h a n g e  \ n  w i t h  Q u a l i t y  I n v e s t m e n t " )
/
K  := 35 
S  := 12
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Y
>  # F i g u r e  5 . d :  T o t a l  c o s t  p l o t  when K= 35
p l o t s [ d i s p l a y ] ( F i g 3 , F i g 4 , F i g 5 , t i t l e f o n t = [ T I M E S , BOLD, 1 2 ] ,  
t i t l e = "B e h a v i o u r  o f  T o t a l  C o s t s  c h a n g e  \ n  w i t h  D i f f e r e n t  K 
v a l u e s " , l a b e l s = [ " I n v e s t m e n t " , " C o s t s / u n i t " ] ) ;
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>  # F i g u r e  5 . 6 : E f f e c t s  o f  p a r a m e t e r  K - v a l u e s  on  p r o d u c t i o n  
c o s t
>
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*****************
***
#Program f o r  d i f f e r e n t  S - v a l u e s  
# A s s i g n i n g  v a r i a b l e s
>  mu := Y - >  (1616044-696 . 2 0 8 * e x p  ( -  . 0 1 0 5 8 * Y ) ) A ( 1 / 2 )  ;
\i := F—»\/ 161604 +696.208 e ( - ° 01058r)
>  #S :=  Y - >  (04-. 4 3 5 6 * e x p  ( -  . 00362*Y) ) A ( 1 / 2 )  ;




>  # s i g m a ( 0 ) ;
>
>
>  L := X - >  p i e c e w i s e ( X > = 3 9 9 . 9 3  and X < = 404 . 0 7 , 2 5 * ( X - 4 0 2 ) A2 , 1 2 ) ;
L := X-*piecewise{ 399.93 < Z  and Z<404.07,25 (X -  402 f ,  12) (3)
>  L (4 0 1 )  ;





>  M : ( d i f f ( X _ , Y _ ) , l / 2 / s i g m a * 2 A ( 1 / 2 ) / P i A ( 1 / 2 ) * e x p ( - 1 / 2 * (X-mu(Y)) 
A2 / s i g m a A2 ) ) ;
1 (x-V 161604 + 696.208 e( ~°-01058 H )
a2
(6)
O V  TC
>  Z := (X,Y) - >  l / 2 * i n t ( L ( X ) * e x p ( - 1 / 2 * (X -m u (Y ))A2 / s i g m a A2 ) , X =  




2 o2 dzV 2
1 2 3 9 9 .9 3
Z  := (X F)-
^  <5\j TZ
>  A := (X,Y) - >  l / 2 * i n t ( e x p ( - 1 / 2 * (X -m u (Y ))A2 / s i g m a A2 ) , X = 0  
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•399.93
1 ( X - \ i ( Y ) ) 2
2 o2 dX\p2
A := (X ,Y )-+ ±   —-------- (8)
1 a y  tc
>  MC:=11. 0 3 ;  PC:= 4 5 . 0 ;  I C : = 2 ; S C : = 1 2 ;
M C "  11.03 
PC := 45.0 
IC :=2
S C "  12 (9)
>  TC:=Y-> (3*PC+4*MC+SC+2*IC)*A(X,Y)+PC+MC+IC+Z(X,Y)+(Y/280);
TC 7—► (3 PC +  4 MC + SC + 2 IC) A (X, Y) +  PC +  MC + IC + Z(X, Y) + Y (10)
280
>  #TC(50)  ;
>  # G d a t a : = p l o t ( T C ( Y ) , Y = 4 5 0 . . 6 5 0 ) , l a b e l s = [ " I n v e s t m e n t  I " ,  " T o t a l  
C o s t s " ] :
# p l o t s [ d i s p l a y ] ( G d a t a ,  t i t l e f o n t = [ T I M E S , B O L D , 1 2 ] ,  t i t l e =  
" B e h a v io u r  o f  T o t a l  # C o s t s  c h a n g e  \ n  w i t h  Q u a l i t y  




>  L := X - >  p i e c e w i s e ( X > = 3 9 9 .9 3  and X <= 404 . 0 7 , K * ( X - 4 0 2 ) A2 , 1 2 ) ;
L :=X->piecewise(399.93 <X  and X<404.07, K (X - 402 f ,  12) (11)
>  K :=25;  s i g m a : = 0 . 2 2 ; L ( X ) ; T C ( Y ) ;
F i g 3 : =  p l o t ( T C ( Y ) , Y = 0 . . 5 0 0 ,  c o l o r = [ b l u e ] ) ;
p l o t s [ d i s p l a y ] ( F i g 3 ,  t i t l e f o n t = [ T I M E S , B O L D , 1 2 ] ,  t i t l e =
" B e h a v io u r  o f  T o t a l  C o s t s  c h a n g e  \ n  w i t h  Q u a l i t y  I n v e s t m e n t " )
25 (X -4 0 2 )‘ 
12
K ~ 25 
a := 0.22





0.2757291102 erf(0.1285648693 V  1.01002500 108 +  4.35130 105e(_001058000000y) 
-0.2757291102 erf( -1285.423704
108
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+  0.1285648693 V  1.01002500 108 +  4.35130 105 e (_00l!058000000 7 ) ) )  ^ 2  ) +  58.03 
+  - j=  {2 2 I 2 I 2 I 2 I 2  ( -
v  TC
488.9247001 eA ( -3.321776909 106 -  7192.231403 e( -0.01058000000 7)
+ 330.5206611 \ )  1.01002500108 + 4.35130 105e( -0.01058000000 Y) ) +0.04840000001
I
(1.01002500 108 +  4.35130 i o V _00105800000° n ) 2 eA (-3.321776909106
-  7192.231403 e< -0.01058000000 7) + 330.52O6611 y/ 1.01002500108 + 4.35130 105 + ~ 0-01058000000 Y) ) +
2.227946690 106 erf( -1285.423704
+  0.1285648693 V  1.01002500 108 +  4.35130 105 g l-o  ^o5800̂ 7) )
+  4799.120310 erf( -1285.423704
+  0.1285648693 V 1 01002500 108 +  4.35130 iq5 e (_0-01058000000 F ) ) e (-ooi0580000oo7)
-  221.6862046 V  1.01002500 108 +  4.35130 105 e (_ 0 °1058000000 y) erf( -1285.423704
+  0.1285648693 V  1.01002500 108 +  4.35130 105 e 1-0010580000007) )
+  483.9153001 e A ( -3.356162860 106 -  7192.231403 e( -0.01058000000 7)
+ 333.9421487 V 1.01002500108 + 4.35130 105e( -0.01058000000 7) ) —0.04840000001
I
(1.01002500 108 +  4.35130 105 e ^ 001058000000^ ) 2 eA (-3.356162860 io6
-  7192.231403 e< -0.01058000000 7) + 333.9421487 V 1.01002500108 + 4.35130 105 e< -0.01058000000 7) ) _
2.227946690 106 erf( -1298.730168
+  0.1285648693 V  1.01002500 108 + 4.35130 105 e {~a01058000000 7 ) )
-  4799.120310 erf( -1298.730168
+  0.1285648693 y j  1.01002500 108 +  4 35130 iq 5 e ( “ 001058000000 7 ) ) e ( - ° 01058000000 Y) 
+  221.6862046 V  1.01002500 1 08 +  4.35130 105 e ( ~ 0010580000007) erf( -1298.730168
+  0.1285648693 V 1 01002500 108 +  4.35130 10V _0-010580000()oy) ) )  y f i  ) +  Y
Fig3 := INTERFACEJ>LOT(...)
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Behaviour of Total Costs change
with Quality Investment
60-
0 100 200 300 400 500
Y
>  # F i g u r e  5 . d : T e s t  p l o t  when S = 0 . 2 2
K:= 2 5 ;  S : = G . 3 3 ; L ( X ) ;
F i g 4 : =  p l o t ( T C ( Y ) , Y = 0 . . 5 0 0 , c o l o r = [ r e d ] ) ;  
p l o t s [ d i s p l a y ] ( F i g 4 , t i t l e f o n t = [ T I M E S , B O L D , 1 2 ] ,  t i t l e =  




25 (X -  402 f  399.93 <X  and X<404.07<
12 otherwise
Fig4 := INTERFA CE PLOT(... )
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Behaviour of Total Costs change
with Quality Investment
100 200 300 400 5000
Y
>  # F i g u r e  5 . e :  T e s t  p l o t  when S = 0 . 3 3
K := 25;  S : = 0 . 6 6 ; L ( X ) ;
F i g 5 : =  p l o t ( T C ( Y ) , Y =0 . . 5 0 0 , c o l o r = [ g r e e n ] ) ;
p l o t s [ d i s p l a y ] ( F i g 5 ,  t i t l e f o n t = [ T I M E S , B O L D , 1 2 ] ,  t i t l e =
" B e h a v io u r  o f  T o t a l  C o s t s  c h a n g e  \ n  w i t h  Q u a l i t y  I n v e s t m e n t " )
K := 25;  s i g m a : = 1 . 0 ;
F i g 6 := p l o t ( T C (Y ) , Y =0 . . 5 0 0 , c o l o r = [ b l a c k ] ) ;
p l o t s [ d i s p l a y ] ( F i g 5 , t i t l e f o n t = [ T I M E S , B O L D , 1 2 ] ,  t i t l e =
" B e h a v io u r  o f  T o t a l  C o s t s  c h a n g e  \ n  w i t h  Q u a l i t y  I n v e s t m e n t " )
/
K:= 25 
a  := 0.66
25 (X  -  402 f  399.93 <X  and Y<404.07<
12 otherwise
Fig5 := INTERFA CE PLOT(...)
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Fig6 := INTERFACE_PLOT(...)
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i i n  | i' i t i | i"i" i i r rTT"i"| ) -i r~n
0 100 200 300 400 500
>  # F i g u r e  5 . f :  T e s t  p l o t s  when S = 0 . 6 6  and 1 . 0 0
p l o t s [ d i s p l a y ] ( F i g 3 , F i g 4 , F i g 5 , F i g 6 , t i t l e f o n t = [ T I M E S , B O L D , 12]  
, t i t l e = " B e h a v i o u r  o f  T o t a l  C o s t s  c h a n g e  \ n  w i t h  D i f f e r e n t  S -  
v a l u e s " , l a b e l s ^ [" I n v e s t m e n t " , " C o s t s / u n i t " ] ) ;
113
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Costs/unit




100 200 300 400
Investment
>  # Figure 5.7: Effects of parameter S on Production cost
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^  ********************
#Program c o d e  f o r  C o n v e x i t y  t e s t
# D e v e l o p e d  H e s s i a n  m a t r i x  f o r  i n v e s t m e n t  m od el
>  r e s t a r t ;
>
>  A := (X_,Y_) - >  1 / 2 / s i g m a ( Y ) * 2 A ( 1 / 2 ) / P i A ( 1 / 2 ) * e x p ( - 1 / 2 * (X-mu 
( Y ) ) A2 / s i g m a ( Y ) A2 ) ;
, _ i  ( x - n (n )2
1 \p2
A ~  (JO  7 _ y
>  A l : =  d i f f ( A ( X  , Y ) , X $ 1 ) ;
2 a (7 )2
a
(1)
A l 1 V2 (X ~ u (F ))e
1 (*-H(Y)r
2 a ( 7 ) 2
a (7 )J VTC
(2)
>  A 2 :=  d i f f ( A ( X  , Y _ ) , X $ 2 ) ;
1 (X-n(7))2
.42 := 1 v s
cr(7)2
<J(7)3VTC
+ I  V2 ( X - M(F » 2e
1 (X-n(F))2
<t(7 )s V tc
(3)
>  M : ( d i f f ( X _ , Y _ ) , 1 / 2 / s i g m a ( Y ) * 2 A( 1 / 2 ) / P i A( 1 / 2 ) * e x p ( - 1 / 2 * (X-mu 
(Y ) ) A2 / s i g m a ( Y ) A2 ) ) ;
1 (x~v (y)>2
0, 1 V 2
o(7F
a (F )V ^
(4)
>
>  A 3:=  d i f f ( A ( X  ,Y ) , X , Y ) ;
1 (Ar-H(y))2
2 0  ( 7 )2
.45 := dF
a(F )





a (F )3 Vrc
V 2  ( x - n ( r ) )
r (x - h( y » { X m y )
2 a (y )3Vrc
(* - t» (K ))2 ( ^ o < 5 0
: +  ® ( n 3
>  A 4 :=  d i f f ( A ( X , Y ) , X , Y ) ;
dF
v a  ( F)
1  ( ^ - m n F
2 0( 7)2
115
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V i  ( X - ^ ( F ) ) e
1 ( x - t i m r




+ i ^  ( s ^ ' 0
1 Cr-n(F)F
2 a ( F )2
0(F)
2 0(F )3V tt
V i  (X — J-i ( F) )
0(F)
+
( X - n ( F ) ) 2 f ^ 0 ( F ) 1 ( X - n ( F ) ) 2
0(F)2
0(F)
>  A5: =  d i f f ( A ( X _ , Y  ) , Y , X ) ;
V i  (^-H(F))2
,  V5 ( * - , 1 ( 7 ) 4  3 0 (7 )2
yf5 := dF
0(F)
0 (F ) 4  \4 r
4
V5
£ , 0 )  JC A Tj,.(* )) ( £ « 0 )
g ( n J
J_ (X-n(F))2
2 0 (7 )2
0(F) V ^
V i  (X - h ( F ) )
+
2 0 (F ) 3 V ^  
< * - n ( 7 ) ) 2 ( ^ a ( 7 )  
a ( 7 ) 3
( * - n ( 7 ) )  | ^ n ( J O  
a ( 7 ) 2
\
f  1 (X — n (7 ) )2
A
e I  2 0 (7 )2 ;
) y
>  A 6 :=  d i f f ( A ( X _ , Y _ ) , Y $ 2 ) ;
 ̂ .1 p r-n (r))2
2 0 (7 )2
A6:= dF
0(F)
0 (F ) 3 Vrc 0(F)2 V ^
( * - n ( J O ) | | p n ( n )  ( x - n ( F ) ) J ( ^ o ( r i





1 (,y-^ (7 ))2
2 0 (7 )2
0 (F ) 2 Vrc
dF2
0(F)
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+i
2 cs(Y)-J7r
( x - n ( y »
V5 dy











a ( r )
1 (X-n(Y))2
2 a (Y) 2
/
+
/ ( X - H ( y ) ) ( ^ n ( y ) ]   ̂ ( x - n w f ^ a i Y ) }  V '
g (y y <y( YY
CT(y)\/rc
>  #The m a t r i x  c o m p o n en ts  d e r i v e d  a b o v e .
#Now t h e  f u n c t i o n  t e s t  c o d e
>  w i t h ( V a r i a t i o n a l C a l c u l u s ) ;
War n i ng ,  t h e  a s s i g n e d  name J a c o b i  now h a s  a g l o b a l  b i n d i n g  
[ ConjugateEquation, Convex, EulerLagrange, Jacobi, Weierstrass]
>  B := 1 / 2 / s i g m a ( Y ) * 2 A ( 1 / 2 ) / P i A( 1 / 2 ) * e x p ( - 1 / 2 * (X-mu(Y)) 
A2 / s i g m a ( Y ) A2 ) ;
1 \[2
1 (X-n(7))^
2 a ( Y )2
2 a(y)V 7c 
>  C o n v e x ( B, Y, [m u (Y ) , s i g m a ( Y ) ] ) ;
i  J L
1 (J - ^ ( y) r
2 a(Y)2
c ( y y
+ I  V I  ( X - n ( Y ) ) 2 t
1 (x -n (r))2
2 c t ( F )2
TV G ( n TZ
_ 3  V I  ( X - n ( D ) e
1 ( X ~ n ( 7 ) ) 2




+ I  V2 ( X - n ( y ) ) Je
2 <t(7 )2
a(F ) V tc
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3 y 2 ( X - n ( F ) ) e
.1 ( * - n ( r ) r
2 <t(T )2
a (y )  V tc
+ i  V2 ( X - u ( F ) ) J e
1 c r - n w r
2 0 (F ) 2
a ( F )  V ^
.1 (*-H(F)7 
y ^ e 1- 2 ^
1 ( J F -n (F ) )2
5 ^ 2  ( X — n (y ))2e 0  ( r y
c (Y y \J n cr(y) v
+ I  V I  ( Z - n ( 7 ) ) 4 e
1 (AT-mny
2 0 (F ) 2
a ( y ) 'V ^
0, 0], [0, 0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 0, 0] ,0
< 1 1 V i
1 (X-^(F)7
2 0 (F ) 2 (o (7 )4 - 4 o ( f ) 2f
2 <s(Y)7 \[ tt
+  8 c (F )2 A >(y) -  4 a (  Y)2 n( Y)2 + X4 -  4 X 3 j.i( Y) +  6 X 2 \i( Y)2 -  4 X \i(Y )3
1 c r - n ( F ) ) 2
2
+ n(>04) and 0<
a{JY lli(Y)2+ X 2 - 2 X i x ( Y )  + o(Y)2)




>  Z :=  l / 2 * K ( X - T ) A2 / s i g m a ( Y ) * 2 A( 1 / 2 ) / P i A( 1 / 2 ) * e x p ( - 1 / 2 * (X-mu 
(Y ) ) A2 / s i g m a ( Y ) A2 ) ;
'  (^~^(F))2 '
I  K ( X - T ) 2\ [2  e2 :=
0 (F ) 2
a
( 12)
>  C o n v e x ( Z, Y, [m u (Y ) , s i g m a ( Y ) ] ) ;
(13)
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(13)
I  K ( X - T ) 2y f l  e 1- 2 q(y):
+
'  a ( I T V 7C
I  K ( X - T ) 2\ f2 (X-VL(Y) f e
A ( x - v m r
2 a ( Y ) 2
c (y )J V ^
_  3 K ( X - T f \ f l  (X -~ n (7 ))e  
2  <j ( Y ) 4 \ [ tz
A ( ^ - n ( n 7
2 a ( Y ) 2
+ i  K ( X - T ) 2\[2 ( X — n (7 ))3 e
1 ( x-v(Y)Y
2 cr (y )2
ct(7 )6V tc
3 K ( X - T ) 24 l  ( X — m-(F)) e
A (X-^(F))2
2 o(7)2
CT ( Y Y A tz
| 1 K ( X — T)2y 2  ( X - n ( F ) ) 3e
.1 a ' - u m r
2 a(F)2
K { X - T ) 2\ f l  e
a (F ) V re
A (*-n(y>)2
2 a(F)2
a (7 )3 Vtc 
K { X - T ) 24 l  ( X — n (7 ))2 e
5
2
2 a ( Y ) 2
+
119
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K ( X — T)2\ f l  ( X — M-(F))4e
1  (X-»{Y))2
2 0 (F )2
a(T)  y  n
-,0,01 fl), 0, 0,0], [0, 0, 0, 0]
o < 4
/ f l (x-f i (r))2 )
KK { X - T ) 2-Jl  e ( 2 0 (F )2 J (cj(F)4 — 4 a(Y)2X 2
2 G(Y)7yfn
+ 8 a (7 )2X^i(7) - 4  o(Y)2 fi(7)2 +  X4 - 4 X 3 h(F) +  6X2 fi(7)2 - 4 X \ x ( Y ) 2
+ H(504) and 0<
/
K ( X -  TT
1 ( X - n ( F ) ) 2
2 0 (F )2
\2
U( Y ) 2+ X 2 - 2 X \ x(Y) + o (Y)2]
g (YY  7t
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